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ABSTRACT
The paradigm shift in education with the implementation of the Common Core State
Standards has created the opportunity for foreign language educators to evaluate
appropriate and beneficial assessments for their students. This study investigated how
first-year students in a Midwestern high school perceived three different alternative
assessments in the foreign language classroom: Dynamic Assessment, Task-based
Assessment, and Formative Assessment using self- and peer-evaluation. The researcher
correlated the perceptions to the students’ assessment scores. Additionally, the
researcher compared final exam scores of the control group to those of the experimental
group. The results indicated that the experimental group students favorably perceived
the alternative assessments types, chose Formative Assessment as their most preferred
and Task-based Assessment as the least desired, and scored as well as the control group
students on the final exam.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the ever-evolving world of education, practitioners are faced with the challenge
of meeting the needs of all students as well as the demands of state performance
evaluations. In an effort to address this quest, educators must research best practices in
the areas of both classroom methodology and assessment and must create a perceived
value to students. To date, 45 states have agreed to use the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) as their benchmark for achievement in public schools (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices, & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
According to Morrow, Shanahan, and Wixson (2012), the CCSS will require appropriate
assessment choices which, in turn, will drive curriculum and instruction. They go on and
argue that assessment choices are crucial for successful student preparation; the
assessments should emphasize critical reading, writing, and higher-order thinking skills.
These assessments are not remotely similar to the former, traditional state assessments
but will be used to measure teacher success, evaluation, and retention. Teachers now find
themselves in the position of designing alternative assessments that measure reading,
writing, and higher-order thinking so that students are better prepared for Common Core
Assessments. This task is further complicated for foreign language teachers who are
instructed to uphold all of the following standards: National Standards for Foreign
Language Learning, existing state standards, and the Common Core State Standards
(American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages [ACTFL], 1998; Illinois State
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Board of Education, 2012; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, &
Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). As a result, this researcher developed a
study to measure the effectiveness of certain alternative assessments that would meet
some of the current demands.
The results of this study may be of interest to foreign language teachers at the
high school level as they restructure their curriculum and assessments to meet current
demands and state testing measures.
Statement of the Problem
A paradigm shift has occurred with assessment expectations for foreign language
students at the secondary level (Mandell, 1999; Poehner & van Compernolle, 2011;
Sidek, 2012; Tamjid & Birjandi, 2011). Alliance of Excellent Education (2011) explained
the shift:
Our increasingly complex world demands much of its students. In almost every
aspect of their lives, young people are being asked to learn more, process more,
and produce more. These increasing demands mirror the world around them. Now
more than ever, the nation’s education system is being challenged by a
technology-driven global economy that requires a skilled and deeply literate
workforce. (p. 1)
Foreign language teachers become an integral component of this paradigm shift as
they prepare students to meet the CCSS testing. Porter, McMaken, Hwang, and Yang
(2011) completed a study comparing traditional state standards and assessments to what
will be required with the Common Core State Standards. They found that more than half
of all questions on state assessments are memory or recall in nature. Conversely,
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assessments for the Common Core will employ questions that require higher order
thinking, specifically those involving writing. Test-takers will need to explain, create, and
analyze more than simply choose a possible response.
Using traditional, summative testing in the classroom as a way for preparing for
state testing is no longer sufficient. Poehner and van Compernolle (2011) discussed the
need for teaching that promoted development and was a process, not just an end-of-lesson
assessment. Sidek (2012) explained that traditional testing, which typically required
students to comprehend and process specific data, had to be modified to include
assessments with meaningful tasks that were more communicative in nature.
Tamjid and Birjandi (2011) supposed that teachers needed to move away from
traditional, one-answer assessments toward performance-based tests and assessments in
which the students’ personal accountability was raised. All three research groups posited
that best practices included designing some form of alternative assessment in the L2
classroom. With the implementation of the Common Core State Standards, foreign
language teachers will need to assess their students in a more communicative way and
detach from traditional assessment methods. Students must also adapt to alternative ways
of being assessed. Instead of being grammar-centered, teachers will need to design
effective assessments with a communicative focus while continuing to cover essential
grammatical concepts and typical vocabulary. Possible assessment types that would
facilitate this change include Dynamic Assessment (Antón, 2009; Poehner & van
Compernolle, 2011; Wei, 2011), Task-based Assessment (Byrnes, 2002; Carless, 2007;
Sidek, 2012; Skehan & Foster, 1997), and Formative Assessment using peer- and selfevaluations (Bryant & Carless, 2009; Colby-Kelly & Turner, 2007; Hanrahan & Isaacs,
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2001; Tamjid & Birjandi, 2011). The purpose of this research was to examine the
perceptions of first-year, high school foreign language students concerning the impact of
alternative assessment types; in order to achieve this purpose, the experimental group’s
summative assessment scores were compared to the scores of the control group who did
not receive interventions in order to guide the development of future assessments.
Background
Common Core State Standards
According to Education Northwest (n.d.), in 2009 the Council of Chief State
School Officers (CCSSO) and the National Governors Association (NGAC) directed an
all-encompassing educational reform, the Common Core State Standards. These two
organizations formed discussion groups that were representative of all aspects of
education, from kindergarten through higher education. Concurrently, they submitted a
College and Career Ready Standards document for feedback from educators, parents,
communities, businesses, researchers, and from the state educational authorities. After
multiple drafts containing educational standards were reviewed and revised, a panel of 25
members released the first public draft of the Common Core State Standards in 2010.
During this year, the panel released a final version with the following statement:
Unlike past standards setting efforts, the Common Core State Standards are based
on best practices in national and international education, as well as research and
input from numerous sources … The Common Core State Standards represent
what American students need to know and do to be successful in college and
careers. (Education Northwest, para. 7)
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Each state, as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoan
Islands, U. S. Virgin Islands, and Northern Mariana Islands, was asked to adopt the
Common Core State Standards in place of or in addition to its existing standards; 48
states had agreed to date. National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and
Council of Chief State School Officers (2010) touted the new standards as a way to
provide consistency throughout the United States and as a clear set of learning guidelines
for all teachers, parents, and students. These organizations added that the adoption of
consistent, rigorous standards would position students better in this global economy. The
common core initiative would help ensure more continuity for students from kindergarten
to college or the work place. Concurring with National Governors Association Center for
Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers, Illinois State Board of
Education (2012) believes that the Common Core State Standards
are designed to be relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge and skills
that our young people need for success in both college and work… As students
advance through the grades and master the standards in reading, writing,
speaking, listening, and language, they are able to exhibit with increasing fullness
and regularity [the] capacities of the literate individual. (pp. 1-4)
Foreign language teachers are charged with following the grades 6-12 literacy standards
as well as the current Illinois state standards for the teaching of foreign language. With
this charge, new teaching practices must be evaluated. Teachers will be designing new
assessments and discerning best classroom practices so that students are more literate and
better positioned for life.
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Alternative Assessments
While creating valuations that prepare students for the Common Core State
Assessments and continuing to follow the Illinois State Standards may be challenging,
plausible alternatives can be developed by foreign language teachers as they adapt to the
paradigm shift.
One type of alternative assessment is Dynamic Assessment, based on Vygotsky’s
(1978) theory that teacher interventions with clear examples and instruction, along with
individualized prompts, would help students move into self-reliance and mastery. Antón
(2009) used a pre/posttest method to go along with Vygotsky’s theory. After the initial
assessment, the researcher documented specific points of remediation to address during
the unit. She conferenced with her students to discuss their individual needs and then
retested them. Using a similar approach, Wei (2011), who sought to use Vygotsky’s
theory, developed dynamic assessments for her classroom. She discovered her students’
needs through an initial analysis followed by goal setting. Wei then planned assessments
and made her students comfortable with the testing process. She continuously reevaluated and revised her plans to meet the needs of her students and gave constant
feedback both verbally and through multiple, short assessments during the unit. The
format used for the current study was Dynamic Assessment focused on conferencing and
group strategy sessions as well as a pre/posttest, similar to the unit designs of Antón and
Wei.
Another potential alternative assessment is Task-based Assessment. According to
Byrnes (2002), Task-based Assessment focused on language use and meaning that is
contextualized in a communicative manner, typically through writing. The purpose of
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Byrnes’ research was to promote a shift from grammar-based instruction through a
different assessment approach. Byrnes created rubrics to evaluate students’ work to
ensure consistency and use as a guideline for students while they worked. Assessments
were created with communication in a real-world context, or as close to real-world as
possible, at the forefront while still addressing the content needs of the textbook. The
assessments were all writing assignments. The current study sought to assess student
perceptions of Task-based Assessment using a real-world context. Similar to Byrnes, Ke
(2006) also researched Task-based Assessment in order to promote communicative
competency. Ke used a combination of reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills
with real-world task assessments. The current research for this study incorporated all four
skills, just as Ke had done. Carless (2007) continued the Task-based Assessment research
by interviewing secondary teachers who used this assessment in their classrooms. He
concluded that some traditional teaching methods incorporating grammar should preclude
any Task-based Assessment. For the purpose of this study, teaching grammar, such as
Carless suggested, was incorporated, along with the creation of an assessment combining
reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. Byrnes, Ke, and Carless all found that
communicative competency increased with their students by implementing Task-based
Assessments.
Formative Assessment using self- and peer-evaluation forms is another viable
alternative assessment. Formative Assessment grounds itself in evaluating students
throughout a unit so that students are more aware of the end of unit goals and can address
their own needs. Tamjid and Birjandi (2011) realized a need for altering traditional
assessments in order to stay current with the movement toward learner-centered
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classrooms. In their study, all students were assigned writing prompts that the instructors
graded; however, the experimental group also completed self-assessment rubrics and
were randomly given another student’s assignment to assess using the same rubric. The
students all revised their assignments before submitting to the instructors. Tamjid and
Birjandi found that the experimental group improved their metacognition which led to
better thinking and learning skills that could be used on future assignments. Bryant and
Carless (2009), also used peer-assessment methods; they hypothesized that self- and peerassessments would stimulate more learner independence and create an atmosphere in
which students desired improvement through reflective thinking. Their students viewed
the peer-assessment rubric as a tool to help them earn better grades instead of a waste of
time. The current study made use of Tamjid and Birjandi’s process of self- and peerassessment as a reflective measure to improve student writing while incorporating unit
grammar and vocabulary into the prompt.
Student Perceived Value
To continue the thoughts of a learner-centered classroom with student reflective
thinking, the critical part of this research was student perceptions. Students must perceive
value for any incentive; this is critical to success in the classroom. According to Palloff
and Pratt (2007), student perceived value is essential. They suggested that educators
design activities that interest students by relating to their life activities, communicate
clear expectations, create positive classroom atmospheres, and make use of alternative
assessments. According to Riedinger (2006), students must develop a sense of ownership,
or buy-in, in order to develop higher-order thinking skills in which they can intensely
reflect and critically analyze information with improved performance as the end goal. An
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essential component of the Common Core State Standards is promotion of higher-order
thinking (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief
State School Officers, 2010). In this research study, student perceived value was
evaluated in an effort to find best assessment practices and to encourage higher-order
thinking.
Research Questions
For this study the following questions were developed in order to focus the study
and determine appropriate methodology:
1. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Dynamic
Assessment, specifically focused on conferencing and group strategy sessions?
2. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Task-based
Assessment, specifically focused on real world communication?
3. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Formative
Assessment, specifically using peer- and self-evaluations?
4. How do the summative assessment scores of the students who received interventions
differ from those who did not?
5. How do student perceptions of the alternative assessments correlate with their test
scores?
Description of Terms
Alternative assessment. Alternative assessment is a way of measuring
performance through a variety of open-ended, creative, or communicative
means (Brown, 2004).
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Common Core State Standards. This is an educational initiative to provide
rigorous, consistent standards for kindergarten through twelfth grade. These
standards encourage higher-order thinking, real-world assessments, and the use of
critical reading with writing (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
Contextualized. Any material or assessment that is contextualized is written with a
real-world content or application (Shrum & Glisan, 2010).
Dynamic Assessment (DA). Dynamic Assessment is the promotion of student
growth and discernment of student abilities during the assessment process through
a teacher’s hints, prompts, and leading questions in order to promote cognitive
functioning (Haywood & Tzuriel, 2002; Lantolf & Poehner, 2004).
L1. This term indicates the first language of the learner or language one, the
student’s native language (VanPatten & Williams, 2007).
L2. This term indicates the second language that the student is learning, language
two (Ellis, 1997).
Peer-assessment. Peer-assessment is a process in which students assess other
students’ work in a structured manner (Hanrahan & Isaacs, 2001).
Self-assessment. Self-assessment is a process in which students assess their own
work in a structured manner (Hanrahan & Isaacs, 2001).
Target Language. The target language is “the language the learner is trying to
learn” (Ellis, 1997, p. 144).
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Task-based Assessment. Task-based Assessments have activities that require
students to “use language, with an emphasis on meaning, to obtain an objective”
(Bygate, Skehan, & Swain, 2001, 245).
Traditional assessment. Traditional assessment is a way of measuring
achievement through objective questioning that contain one correct or best
answer, typically as a summative test (Brown, 2004).
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZPD is the range of what students are
able to do without any assistance to what they are able to do with interventions;
the teacher gains understanding and promotes individual development to increase
the zone (Vygotsky, 1978).
Significance of the Study
While many studies have been completed that show the benefits of certain
alternative assessments in the foreign language classroom, very few included high school
students as participants. Most included university-aged students as subjects (Antón, 2009;
Byrnes, 2002; Carless, 2007; Ke, 2006; Tamjid & Birjandi, 2011; Wei, 2011). Hamidi
(2010) addressed the necessity for more studies: “L2 practitioners are starved of much of
the latest findings in L2 assessments as well as the assessment literature, excluding the
fact that most of them are not of use to the daily assessment practices of teachers” (para.
69). In a quest to help meet the current need for additional L2 assessment research, this
study specifically focused on students taking high school courses, typically taught in the
initial year. Additionally, finding existing studies centered on multiple alternative
assessments was difficult; the researcher chose to use three different types, Dynamic
Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and Formative Assessment, based on current
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research that touted these assessments as best practice choices in the L2 classroom
(Poehner & van Compernolle, (2011; Sidek, 2012; Tamjid & Birjandi, 2011). The
primary reason for providing this variety of alternative assessments was to discern
student perceptions for comparison purposes and perceived interest. According to Bakar,
Sulaiman, Akhtar, and Rafaai (2010), student motivation, based on their perceptions of
methods and assessments, assisted teachers in organizing their learning goals and in
choosing assessments. This research sought to find alternative assessments that reflected
learning as well as motivated students. Foreign language teachers will need to develop
new assessments by 2015, and this data provided information to spur discussion and
encourage collaborative efforts.
Process to Accomplish
Population
According to the Illinois School Report Cards (2012), School X was a
kindergarten through 12th grade district with 920 students, 300 of whom attended the high
school. The ethnicity of the district was primarily White, at approximately 727 students.
Black students encompassed 74 out of the total population. There were 55 Asian/Pacific
Islanders, as well as 55 Multi-ethnic students. Nine students were Hispanic or Native
American. One hundred and one low-income students attended. The district employed 66
full time teachers, with a 14:1 student to teacher ratio, and four administrators. Ninetyone members of the student body had an Individual Education Plan (IEP), according to
the records from School X, and the average ACT score of the previous junior class was
24. The graduation rate was just over 95%. School X’s location was metropolitan, lying
on a major river, and was approximately 165 miles from two megacities in the
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Midwestern section of the United States. Several connecting small towns, along with this
mid-size city, composed the student population.
School X typically offered three sections of Spanish One each fall. This is a high
school, freshman-level course. Generally, the students in these classes were eighth
graders or high school freshmen; however, sophomores, juniors, and seniors are allowed
to take Spanish One.
Sampling
The school’s computerized scheduling tool randomly assigned students into each
section. The school counselors made some adjustments to balance class sizes and to meet
individual needs relating to special needs accommodations. The classroom teacher taught
three sections of Spanish One during the fall of 2013. Students ranged from 13 to 15
years of age at the onset of the study. To choose the sample, the researcher included the
first section of the day as the control group, 27 students, in which 14 agreed to participate
in the study. This group had nine females and five males. The second and third sections
were the experimental group, 54 students, in which 34 agreed to participate in the study.
This group had 15 females and 19 males. The researcher designated the experimental and
control groups before seeing the lists of students in each class to reduce any possibility of
bias. This study was conducted with 48 total participants, students in their first year of
foreign language study earning high school credit.
Methodology
The research was completed during the fall of 2013 over a 15 week time frame.
The researcher chose a concurrent nested design study that fell within the mixed-method
realm (Robson, 2011). The primary method was quantitative through the analysis of the
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summative test scores of the control and experimental groups as well as data analysis
correlating the perceptions of the experimental group with the test scores. Teacher journal
observations stood as a secondary, qualitative measure. The teacher recorded naturally
occurring data, notations of attitudes, behaviors, and comments relating to the alternative
assessments used with the experimental group during the study in the journal. Additional
qualitative measures required the researcher to note the students’ overall preferences of
alternative assessment type through the post survey open-ended questions by categorizing
the responses into themes.
The School X teacher assessed the 14 members of the control group using fairly
traditional, previously used quizzes and tests throughout the semester. The remaining 34
participants, the experimental group, took alternative assessments instead. The researcher
sought the perceptions of these students concerning three different alternative
assessments types. Through researcher-developed surveys, the researcher acquired
information relating the students’ interests in each assessment as well as the assessment’s
perceived accuracy in revealing what they learned. The classroom teacher tested all
students at the completion of the study with a more traditional, summative exam in order
to show the impact of alternative assessments as replacements for more traditional ones.
These summative exam scores served to compare the performance of the control group
with that of the experimental group. The classroom teacher also completed a journal of
the experience, especially noting student reactions, behaviors, and comments during the
alternative assessment process. The teacher journal with notations of student perceptions,
the student perception surveys, and the summative assessment scores worked together to
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show best assessment choices. This mixed-method study, within the concurrent-nested
design (Robson, 2011), assessed students’ perceptions.
The researcher began by collecting data from the Educational Planning and
Assessment System (EPAS) in School X’s confidential computer server space. It was not
possible for the researcher to give a pretest to the beginning Spanish learners, so the
researcher used the most recent reading score for each student to determine the level of
each student in the control and experimental groups. The researcher ran an independent t
test on the two groups to show equivalency. The two groups were similar enough to have
confidence that any difference in summative assessment data was due to the intervention.
During the 15 weeks of the study, the classroom teacher taught three units to the
students while keeping a journal about the process. The teacher used the same teaching
methods for covering the required vocabulary and grammar goals for the control and
experimental groups. Departmental goals are established at School X and were followed
for all classes in the control and experimental groups. The primary difference was in the
assessment choices. The teacher administered the department’s traditional, summative
final exam to both the control and the experimental groups. The control group took
traditional assessments through homework, quizzes, and traditional summative exams
that included short answer, multiple choice, and true/false responses. In contrast, the
experimental group took a Dynamic Assessment for unit one, a Task-based Assessment
for unit two, and a Formative Assessment using peer- and self-evaluations involving
writing assignments for unit three. The researcher gave a code word to each alternative
assessment type: Blue for Dynamic Assessment, Red for Task-based Assessment, and
Green for Formative Assessment using self- and peer-evaluations. At the end of each
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unit, the students in the experimental group completed a researcher-developed survey
with a 4-point Likert scale.
According to Leedy and Ormrod (2013), Likert-type scales should be used when a
researcher is attempting to evaluate an attitude so that the attitudes can be simplified and
then quantified. The survey allowed the researcher to discover how well the unit
assessment reflected the students’ knowledge and whether or not the students would like
to be assessed in that way again. The response choices included strongly agree, agree,
disagree, and strongly disagree. The end-of-research survey gave students two openended questions, asking for the students’ highest and lowest preferences among the three
alternative assessment types.
The same procedures were used to collect and analyze data for the following three
research questions:
Research Question One: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of
Dynamic Assessment, specifically focused on conferencing and group strategy sessions?
Research Question Two: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have
of Task-based Assessment, specifically focused on real world communication?
Research Question Three: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have
of Formative Assessment, specifically using peer- and self-evaluations?
The Likert-type surveys given to the experimental group at the end of the three
units were analyzed. For each survey, the researcher categorized the students’ responses
and used a bar chart to express the experimental group’s agreement level, how the
particular assessment reflected learning. Since four-point, Likert-type data is measured on
an interval scale, the researcher gave descriptive analysis of the tendencies. A one-way
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ANOVA measured the associations between the student choices to show statistically
significant differences by assessment type (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). To follow up the
one-way ANOVA, a Bonferroni post hoc determined where the differences existed. The
researcher continued by writing descriptive, narrative accounts to relate the teacher
journal observations after transcribing the journal into common themes. The themes
revealed student perceptions of the alternative assessments from the teacher’s
perspective.
The next research question required comparative analysis to determine any
differences between the final exam scores of the experimental and control groups:
Research Question Four: How do the summative assessment scores of the students who
received interventions differ from those who did not?
An independent t test was used to “determine whether two groups of scores are
significantly different” (Gay, Mills, & Airasian, 2012, p. 351). The means of the control
and the experimental groups were compared to show any statistical significance using a
box plot.
The final research question required analysis to determine any relationship
between the experimental students’ perceived value for each assessment and their test
scores on each assessment:
Research Question Five: How do student perceptions of the alternative assessments
correlate with their test scores?
Initially, a spreadsheet was composed to display each student’s alternative
assessment scores. The researcher continued by categorizing the student perceptions of
the three alternative assessments. The researcher used a correlation coefficient formula to
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determine a positive, negative, or nonexistent correlation between the students’
perceptions and their alternative test scores. Correlational research “involves collecting
data to determine whether, and to what degree, a relation exists between two or more
quantifiable variables…a decimal number between -1.00 and +1.00” (Gay, et al., 2012, p.
624). For each assessment, the researcher correlated the student’s alternative assessment
score to his/her combined survey answers and displayed the results with scatter plots. The
researcher used the student data to rank the three alternative assessments in order of
preference, based on information from the post-study survey and then described these
results. Narrative descriptions of the open-ended survey questions completed the analysis.
The researcher took the students’ words, found patterns, and developed themes to reveal
correlative information.
Viability of the Study
The researcher requested and received approval from a School X administrator to
complete this study. After meeting the students in August, 2013, the researcher explained
the study and asked for the students to sign a research study assent form. The researcher
sent home letters to the parent/guardian and acquired consent signatures. The researcher,
in cooperation with the classroom teacher from School X, personally controlled all
aspects of the study, including alternative assessment design for each unit, classroom
procedures during tests, and data collection and storage procedures. The classroom
teacher and the researcher also ensured that all students took the departmentally required
summative assessment. Student data was accessed through the school secured server and
self-reporting on the surveys.
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Ethics
Minimal risks existed for the participants of this study. The students were treated
the same as in any other school year or with any other teacher, using similar
methodology, using the same text book, and following all rules and procedures at School
X. The experimental group received the same vocabulary and grammar instruction as the
control group, along with the required department summative exam. None of the
department goals or objectives for Spanish One was altered for either group.
Summary
Educators today are transitioning from traditional standardized assessments
toward ones that promote higher-order thinking and real-world applications. In order to
prepare students to meet the expectations of new assessment measures at the state level,
local teachers seek data from which they can gain ideas for their own, unique situations
(Alliance for Excellent Education, 2011). This study explored three different alternative
assessment types: dynamic, task-based, and formative, in which student perceptions of
each assessment were correlated to their test scores. Further, summative test scores of
both the control and experimental groups were compared. To accomplish this study, the
researcher completed a comprehensive literature review of the three alternative
assessment types, as well as the value of student perceptions.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
After making the decision to design alternative assessments for the L2 classroom,
the researcher investigated the possible alternatives. Studies in the field of foreign
language pedagogy and second language acquisition have indicated that Dynamic
Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and Formative Assessment using self- and peerevaluations show potential effectiveness (Asghar, 2010; Byrnes, 2002; Geeslin, 2012;
Lantolf & Poehner, 2010). This chapter will discuss the history of relevant studies to
show the need and significance of these alternative assessments in the L2 classroom. The
researcher will incorporate literature presenting the importance of student perceptions as
rationale for surveying the experimental group.
Dynamic Assessment
Dynamic Assessments, according to Poehner (2008), are “L2 pedagogical
interactions, including the correction of over- and underestimates of learners’ abilities,
and the identification of problem areas…and the possibility of supporting learners’
efforts to stretch beyond their current capabilities” (p. 176). Dynamic Assessment must
involve mediation from a mentor who assists students with their learning. Through the
mediation process, the teacher would gain a clearer understanding of each student’s
abilities through a pretest and then through interaction with the students. The teacher
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would become more effective, then, in facilitating growth (Feuerstein, Rand, Jensen,
Kaniel, & Tzuriel, 1987). Using a pretest to assess prior knowledge and determine areas
of concern could be an effective way for teachers to meet the needs of their students.
Garb (1997) describes the process very simply:
The role of the evaluator is to identify the pupils’ problems during the pretest and
to provide the necessary mediation during the learning phase (mediation). Items
on the posttest are identical to those of the pretest in level, background
knowledge, grammatical structures, new terminology, and required strategies, but
differ in content. (para. 17)
L2 educators may benefit from a needs analysis before beginning a unit. Teachers could
be better equipped to customize their lesson planning with this knowledge and would also
save time not covering material that students may already know. Dynamic Assessment, in
essence, is a Formative Assessment method in which instruction and assessment can be
integrated for the learners by promoting their development (Lantolf & Poehner, 2004).
Wei (2011) touted Formative Assessment measures in the L2 classroom as a positive tool
for improving learning, motivating students, and increasing self-confidence. Today’s L2
teachers may find Dynamic Assessment useful as they implement various Formative
Assessments into their routines.
The idea for Dynamic Assessment originated with the social development theory
of Vygotsky (1978) who coined the term zone of proximal development (ZPD),
according to Poehner (2008), ZPD refers to optimal learning conditions which are
achieved when a student interacts with a teacher or more knowledgeable individual. The
student progresses to his/her potential more quickly when collaborating with someone
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else than when performing independently. While Vygotsky never used the term Dynamic
Assessment or realized its potential as an assessment tool, his foundational work remains
as groundbreaking for the theory (Vygotsky). Using Vygotsky’s ideas, Campione and
Brown (1985) found that
Children experience cognitive activities in social situations and come to
internalize them gradually over time. At the outset, the child and an adult work
together, with the adult doing most of the work and serving as an expert model.
As the child acquires some degree of skill, the adult cedes the child responsibility
for part of the job and does less of the work. Gradually, the child takes more of
the initiative, and the adult serves primarily to provide support and help when the
child experiences problems. (p.5)
Modern day educators could make use of Vygotsky’s theory as they interact with
students in order to facilitate the best possible academic growth. Contrary to Piaget’s
theory that cognitive development precedes learning, Vygotsky believed that social
learning actually occurs prior to cognitive development. Vygotsky posited that every
child has a zone, or distance, between his/her ability to independently perform and the
ability to perform with peer or adult collaboration. To this end, Vygotsky promoted
active learning in the classroom, instead of traditional lecture methods, in which
reciprocal exchanges of information occurred. Teachers facilitated student thinking
during the assessment process, thus enabling students to construct meaning for
themselves.
Feuerstein, Feuerstein, Falik, and Rand (1979), who began working with lowachieving students in the 1950’s in Israel, researched and developed a technique called
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the Learning Potential Assessment Device, similar to Vygotsky’s theory. In their study,
certain learner performance behaviors were identified and labeled as deficiencies. The
classroom teacher in the study mediated the learning experience through addressing the
labeled deficiencies. Feuerstein et al. named this mediation the elaboration phase in
which data was used to promote growth. Finally, Feuerstein et al. staged an output phase
in the classroom in which students were encouraged to problem-solve independently with
teacher facilitation. The learners discovered test-taking strategies and logical ways to
solve and remember test problems. Feuerstein et al. referred to this as a mediated learning
experience, intended to maximize cognitive change. Vygotsky’s (1978) theory and
Feuerstein et al.’s research established what is known today as Dynamic Assessment and
became models for many special education classrooms and future researchers, including
the current study.
Continuing Dynamic Assessment studies in the United States during the 1960’s,
Budoff (1968) exchanged traditional IQ testing for the Dynamic Assessment alternative.
He developed a system of test-train-retest and a formal system for interviewing learners.
By using this method, Budoff claimed that students can profit from their experiences and
assessments can show actual growth when students are more comfortable with the testing
process. Lunt (1993) referred to Budoff’s idea when he promoted “intelligence as the
ability to profit from experience…to minimize the artificiality of the test (p. 163).
Teachers today should be encouraged by Budoff’s idea that familiarity with the
assessment process can assist students in showing their intelligence and acquisition of
information. As Budoff continued his work through the 1970’s and 1980’s, Campione
and Brown (1985) began researching in a similar fashion. The researchers gave children
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tasks or tests and observed their performance as well as their strategies for problem
solving. Campione and Brown developed their own standardized interviewing system.
Campione and Brown, along with Budoff, refined Vygotsky’s (1978) theory and gave it
practical use in the United States educational system. Foreign language teachers could
consider these researchers’ ideas as teachers design assessments that allow students to
strategically determine solutions for test problems. Teachers could customize their own
pretest, intervention, and posttest strategies.
Speece, Cooper, and Kibler (1990) began using Dynamic Assessment to
determine individual differences. These researchers defined Dynamic Assessment as, “a
training paradigm in which the examiner takes an active role in teaching…and then
measures the degree to which this training resulted in learning” (p. 113). Speece et al.
concluded that using Dynamic Assessment better identified candidates for special
education than did traditional, static assessments while establishing that Dynamic
Assessment benefited students and should play a greater role in educational practices.
Furthering the body of research, Peña, Quinn, and Iglesias (1992), decided to test native
Spanish speakers in the United States public education system for learning disorders by
using Dynamic Assessment. They determined a problem with non-native English
speakers who were being over-identified as special education candidates due to their lack
of English language knowledge and United States testing methods. Allowing the Spanishspeaking students to practice and then work with a mentor significantly increased scores
and eliminated many students from being labeled as special education. Studies such as
those of Speece et al. and Peña et al. set the stage for special education teachers to
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attempt Dynamic Assessment practices in their classrooms. However, Dynamic
Assessment has use outside of the special education realm.
In recent years and with greater frequency, teachers have begun using Dynamic
Assessment with foreign language learners. This researcher sought to incorporate
Dynamic Assessment into the L2 classroom, as an alternative to traditional methods, in
an effort to increase student learning potential. As a basis, this researcher investigated
Kozulin and Garb (2002), who began their efforts with Dynamic Assessment due to a
belief that effective learners “monitor their reading, plan strategies, adjust effort
appropriately, and evaluate the success of their on-going efforts to understand” (p. 114).
They recognized that learners needed assistance with monitoring their progress and
planning strategies. Kozulin and Garb placed the burden of responsibility on the teacher,
based on research from Palinscar and Brown (1984): strategy instruction is a best
practice. This practice demands that teachers spend more time developing sound
processes for learning and facilitate strategic problem solving activities, while spending
less time concerned with the final product. Kozulin and Garb (2004) chose to leave the
special education classroom and focus on second language learners. They used Dynamic
Assessment to inform the instructor of learning potential for English reading
comprehension activities. The students completed a pretest to acquire a reading
comprehension level. The researchers analyzed the results and imposed unique learning
strategies designed to meet the needs of the students. Kozulin and Garb (2004) found that
their Dynamic Assessment procedures significantly impacted posttest scores. The
researchers concluded with a claim: Dynamic Assessment is effective for assisting
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teachers to develop intervention strategies and is more reliable than traditional methods in
helping students meet their potential in the L2 classroom (p. 75).
Dynamic research continued in the L2 classroom with two researchers who have
had more impact on Dynamic Assessment knowledge than any others, individually and as
a team, in modern time: Lantolf and Poehner. They produced an extensive set of
publications, including but not limited to the following: Lantolf (2009), Lantolf and
Poehner (2004), Lantolf and Poehner (2006), Lantolf and Poehner (2010), Lantolf and
Poehner (2011), Poehner (2005), Poehner (2007), Poehner (2008), Poehner (2009),
Poehner and Lantolf (2010), and Poehner and van Compernolle (2011). They prescribe to
the theory that mediation is an integral part of the process of assessment in the foreign
language classroom and assists with learner development. Their most recent endeavor is
Project 2010-2014: Dynamic Assessment in Foreign Language Education. Through
Dynamic Assessment research in the L2 classroom, Poehner and Lantolf (2010) compiled
data to compose a comprehensive casebook. They have also written a guide for foreign
language teachers on best practices, focusing on the use of Dynamic Assessment in the
classroom. One of their main components is mediation, from which emerges “cooperative
dialoguing between the mediator and the learner” (Lantolf & Poehner, 2006, p. 46). L2
teachers could make use of mediation techniques in their classrooms so that the students
could formulate test-taking strategies specific to foreign language testing and so that the
classroom teacher could discern learning problems.
With the purpose of many traditional assessments being questioned in education
circles, Poehner and van Compernolle (2011) argued that Dynamic Assessment methods
provided teachers with the tools to help their students’ progress. To give credence to their
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premise, the researchers video-recorded Dynamic Assessment sessions in which the
mediator provided differing levels of support based on the needs of the student taking the
test at the time. The current study made use of a pre- and posttest method but did not
compare them, as many other Dynamic Assessment studies had, after taking under
consideration Poehner and van Compernolle’s argument that Dynamic Assessment
should be a starting point and not necessarily a posttest intervention. Poehner and van
Compernolle concluded that Dynamic Assessment would meet learners' needs and would
provide a collaborative and cooperative framework. Poehner and van Compernolle’s
work provides an option for foreign language teachers who choose not to use pretests but
would still like to use Dynamic Assessment techniques as part of their curriculum.
Numerous other researchers have added to the body of knowledge concerning
Dynamic Assessment. Adair-Hauck, Glisan, Koda, Swender, and Sandrock (2006) noted
recent dramatic changes in the foreign language classroom, including a focus on
communication and performance instead of pure grammar drill. However, they also
pointed out that while instruction and methods have rapidly evolved, assessments have
remained fairly traditional, causing disconnect between instruction and assessment.
Adair-Hauck et al. named Dynamic Assessment as one method available to teachers that
could potentially close the gap between the new standards and practices in foreign
language education and assessments. The lynch-pin in Dynamic Assessment, though, is
the teacher. Haywood and Lidz (2007) elaborated: “much of the interpretation of DA data
depends on the skill and experience of the examiner” (p. 3). In their study, Haywood and
Lidz emphasized the role of the teacher in mediating student growth through purposeful
interventions. Today’s L2 educators may find that mediating growth is an expected role
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with the educational trend toward growth model, so Dynamic Assessment could lend
itself to more use.
Ableeva (2008) continued to promote the use of Dynamic Assessment in the
French classroom. Ableeva’s data showed that listening ability increased over time due to
mediation. Additionally, learners were more likely to be able to transfer their knowledge
to complex activities after experiencing Dynamic Assessment interventions. Hill and
Sabet (2009) switched their focus from listening comprehension to speaking activities, as
they related to Dynamic Assessment. Hill and Sabet emphasized the developing cognitive
process in their study, as well as the positive relationship formed between the teachermediator and the student-learner. These researchers validated the use of Dynamic
Assessment for L2 speaking activities as a “development-oriented process of
collaborative engagement…[that] reveals the underlying causes of performance problems
and helps learners overcome them” (p. 537). In the same year, Antón (2009) chose
Dynamic Assessment as a focus, instead of narrowly concentrating on listening or
speaking. Antón echoed Ableeva and Hill and Sabet’s urge for teachers to take an active
role in mediating strategies with students. Antón stressed that teachers need to “create a
symbiotic relationship between teaching and assessment as learners’ progress is assessed
through the program in combination with multiple opportunities for learning” (p. 578).
This research also indicated that Dynamic Assessment is not a replacement for
assessments that may already be in place; rather, it is a complement. Antón concluded
that Dynamic Assessment led to greater understanding of each student by the instructor
that resulted in more effective interventions and a better chance for student success.
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Following the same line of thought, Mardani and Tavakoli (2011) questioned why
teachers assess their students; they determined a problem with what they discovered.
Many teachers assess only as a tool for gathering information and giving a grade instead
of for the development of the students. Mardani and Tavakoli divided the students into
control and experimental groups; the experimental group students received interventions
based on their pretest scores. These sessions allowed for discussion and strategizing so
that students felt better prepared. The researchers emphasized the relaxed and cooperative
atmosphere of the Dynamic Assessments. Following the posttest, Mardani and Tavakoli
found an increase for both groups; however, the experimental group significantly
outperformed the control group. Mardani and Tavakoli concluded that Dynamic
Assessment could give learners confidence and should be a part of foreign language
assessment processes.
Wei (2011) noted a world-wide focus on assessment models and decided to gain
the perceptions of her students as she implemented Formative Assessment into her
English classroom. Wei observed, interviewed, and surveyed her 227 students over the
course of three semesters at Hechi University in China. The researcher described a
process for Formative Assessment implementation: discovering student needs, setting
goals, finalizing a plan for assessment and explaining it to the students, implementing the
plan, and evaluating and revising plans during the semester. Wei emphasized quality
planning and excellent student-teacher communication while feedback should be specific,
positive and critical, descriptive, but never evaluative because the purpose is student
improvement. Wei concluded that Formative Assessment is motivating, encourages
independent learning, and positively affects learning. Teachers of foreign language could
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strongly consider Wei’s research that emphasized planning and positive, productive
student interaction.
Sadeghi and Khanahmadi (2011) determined a need to supplement the traditional
assessment methods found in English as a Foreign Language courses in Khoy, Iran, with
Dynamic Assessment methods. The researchers chose 60 students from a larger pool after
first assessing minimal competency requirements with the Preliminary English Test. The
researchers administered a pretest and followed with typical classroom instruction over
the course of one semester. Sadeghi and Khanahmadi randomly divided the students into
a control group and an experimental group. After each quiz during the course, the
researchers brainstormed with the experimental group various strategies for conquering
different question types and for ways in which to apply information from one situation to
another. Students took a posttest to complete this quasi-experimental study. Sadeghi and
Khanahmadi found significantly higher scores in the experimental group. The researchers
concluded that Dynamic Assessment is a meaningful assessment method that produces
benefits for the students. As L2 teachers employ diverse methods to meet the needs of
their students, Sadeghi and Khanahmadi’s suggestions for providing strategy sessions
could be quite applicable.
Given the body of research that promotes Dynamic Assessment as effective in
promoting student growth, this research would not have been complete without Dynamic
Assessment as a choice.
Task-based Assessment
A Task-based Assessment, according to Adair-Hauck et al. (2006), is effective for
“assessing students’ progress in meeting the standards since they require goal-directed
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use of language, use of multiple skills or modes of communication, and integration of
content” (p. 361). Disagreement exists among the researchers in defining the word task.
While it seems a simple word, a function to be performed, some researchers have
modified the definition slightly to fit their own purposes. Long (1985) defined the word
in a basic sense as something done for oneself or someone else, whether it be for a reward
or not. Richards, Platt, and Weber (1985) added a twist when they indicated that a task is
some activity or action through the processing of language. This definition is fairly broad
and could apply to many situations in the L2 classroom. Most L2 teachers instruct their
students through activities in which they are processing the language but would not
consider their instruction as task-based.
Prabhu (1987) changed this definition slightly to fit the educational setting by
adding that the activity must lead students to arrive at an outcome, and the process must
be controlled by a teacher. L2 teachers could benefit from this definition since most
teachers are writing outcomes for their classes. The task-based activities in the classroom
are the process through which the outcome is accomplished. Nunan (1989) believed that a
task is focused on meaning, instead of on grammar and form, as students interact in the
target language. Teachers using the communicative language method in which
communication trumps grammatical accuracy, would possibly choose Nunan’s view of
Task-based Assessment. Skehan (1996) added to the definition that the task must have
real world application or use and be communicative in nature while focusing on the
outcome. Skehan also divided task activities as being either weak, used as an integral part
of the L2 classroom, or strong, used as the primary teaching and assessment method.
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With the implementation of the CCSS (National Governors Association Center
for Best Practices, & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010), task-based activities
may align well for L2 educators, using Skehan’s interpretation. The CCSS encourages
authentic activities and is outcome based. Lee (2000) came up with a complex list of
criteria for what defines a task: it must be in a classroom, have interaction that is
structured by the teacher, be focused on communication or meaning, and must eventually
produce work in the target language. A more usable and agreeable definition for use by
L2 teachers comes from Bygate, et al. (2001): “A task is an activity which requires
learners to use language, with emphasis on meaning, to attain an objective, and which is
chosen so that it is most likely to provide information for learners which will help them
evaluate their own learning” (p. 11). Ellis (2003) echoed Bygate, et al. and added that
tasks should resemble the real world and may be oral or written. The most common
thread found in definitions of task for the L2 classroom is that the task must focus on
meaning and be tied to an outcome. The CCSS provides teachers with criteria that
promote literacy through comprehension and collaboration. Task-based learning may
assist the L2 teacher in making assessment choices that support the CCSS.
Task-based Assessment had its inception in the 1980’s with the research efforts of
Krashen (1981; 1982; 1985), Long (1985), Prabhu (1987), and Nunan (1989). Considered
the front-runner for Task-based Assessment, Krashen (1982), for example, created a list
of five hypotheses on which his theory of language acquisition is based. The AcquisitionLearning hypothesis lays the groundwork for all of the other hypotheses. L2 performance
is acquired from two, independent systems, one that is learned and one that is acquired.
Acquisition, according to Schütz (2007), is “the product of a subconscious process very
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similar to the process children undergo when they acquire their first language. It requires
meaningful interaction in the target language…in the communicative act” (para. 4). On
the other hand, learning comes from formal instruction and is a conscious, cognitive
process. Krashen (1982) valued the subconscious acquisition process over the conscious
learning process. The Monitor hypothesis shows the relationship between the two
independent systems and delineates the value of acquisition over learning. Krashen
(1982) called the conscious process the monitor. Students must think about grammar
rules and focus on form to address language problems. Monitoring is the practical part of
language acquisition. However, without initial, meaningful interactions in the target
language, learners would not have the building blocks already in place to monitor.
Learners use the monitoring system in different ways. Some learners overuse it and focus
on grammar rules; others underuse it, while others optimize their use of conscious
knowledge. Krashen (1982) emphasized that the monitor’s function is minor; its role is to
polish communication and make it appear more native. While Krashen’s (1982) other
hypotheses, Natural Order, Input, and Affective Filter, play crucial roles in his theory and
for language study, the Acquisition-learning hypothesis and the Monitor hypothesis relate
to the current study.
Other researchers have concurred with Krashen’s (1982) theory that meaningful
communication took precedence over conscious grammar instruction. For example, Long
(1985) purported that using real-world tasks in an educational setting would create a
more productive learning environment and increase L2 acquisition. Long’s (1996) major
contribution to the field of language teaching was the Interaction hypothesis, in which
face-to-face communication is promoted as one of the crucial components for second
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language acquisition. The current study promoted student face-to-face conferencing, as
suggested by Long. Additionally, Long (1997) offered his concept of forms, meaning,
and form. A teacher focused on forms would be dedicated to vocabulary and grammatical
structures with verb drilling. One who emphasized meaning would almost completely
rely on communication for L2 acquisition. Long determined that a focus on form was
best, in that students could be directed to linguistic elements when necessary with the
attention on meaning. Long stated that “Focus on meaning alone (a) is insufficient to
achieve full native-like competence, and (b) can be improved upon, in terms of both rate
and ultimate attainment, by periodic attention to language as object” (para. 1). Focus on
form is a major tenet of task-based learning. L2 teachers should consider Long’s view
that effective communication is hindered when sufficient grammatical and vocabulary
structures are not in place. To complement his focus on form, Long introduced the
Interaction hypothesis: face-to-face classroom interaction is not only valued but also
crucial for paramount L2 acquisition. Long balanced form with meaning so that students
can communicate effectively.
Similar to Long’s (1985) studies, Prabhu (1987) published findings from the
Bangalore Project out of southern India. Büyükkarci (2009) credited Prabhu with being
the developer of Task-based Assessment in the modern educational realm due to this
research. The premise behind task-based learning was that students would more readily
acquire a second language when they were immersed in a task instead of on the language
itself. Prabhu believed that the best way to assess a task was to complete a pre-task first.
He detailed a system for this as follows: The teacher would complete a whole-class task
while including the students in the process. The task should be similar to, but not the
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same as, the final assessment task. This would serve as preparation for the individual
students in a comfortable setting. The teacher talked through ever step and emphasized
the outcome. Students asked questions and gave other reasonable ways in which to
complete the task to assist different levels of learners or learners with different learning
styles. The pre-task was not just a demonstration but served as a way to mediate for the
students through conversation. Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory again surfaces as
the rationale for the teacher-student interaction. The teacher is the expert without whom
the students would not experience growth at the same rate or at all.
Later in the 80’s, Nunan (1989) added to the body of information about taskbased learning and assessments. He asserted that what is taught should be fused with how
the subject is taught. Again, banking on Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory, Nunan
encouraged teachers to strategize with their students. He wanted students to be
comfortable with uncertainty and have ways to cope with new situations. Nunan helped
students make intelligent guesses based on past knowledge and to develop critical
thinking skills. Nunan’s goal was to empower students into becoming more effective
through being “adaptable, creative, inventive, and above all independent” (p. 81).
Nunan’s ideas should be an inspiration for L2 educators.
It was not until the late 90’s that task-based learning and assessment caught fire.
As a team, Foster and Skehan (1996; 1997; 1999) and Skehan and Foster (1997; 1999) as
well as individually (Foster, 1999; Skehan, 1996; 1998) served to assist teachers in
implementing task-based instruction. Skehan and Foster (1997) realized that foreign
language proficiency developed through completing meaningful language tasks instead of
through drills and contrived practice. To support their realization, the researchers
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conducted task-based activities research in the foreign language classroom. Skehan and
Foster (1997) analyzed the fluency, accuracy, and complexity of language when students
had time to prepare and in relation to the difficulty level of the tasks. Examples of tasks
that L2 educators could possibly use required an exchange of personal information,
composing a narrative about a cartoon strip, and giving advice to subjects writing
personal problem letters. Skehan and Foster (1997) found that, in most cases, students
needed sufficient planning time to fluently and accurately perform. The researchers
encouraged teachers to choose tasks carefully, to allow adequate planning time, and to
limit the areas of focus for assessment purposes.
Continuing with the trend toward communicative approaches in the L2 classroom,
Ellis (1997) is known for tying second language acquisition research with Task-based
Assessment, specifically the Input-Interactive-Output model (Block, 2004). Ellis (2000)
related that “…what is important for acquisition is the opportunity for learners to engage
in meaning negotiation” (p. 199). L2 teachers could appreciate Ellis’ perspective. His
resolve for authentic conversations in the classroom directly correlates to the Common
Core State Standards that strive to prepare students for the real world and work force
(Heining-Boynton & Redmond, 2013). Echoing Ellis, Johnson (2000) detailed taskdesigns in a practical manner for educator use while Kim (2002) promoted task-based
methods as an increasingly popular tool for second language acquisition. Expanding on
his initial research, Ellis (2003) related that any tasks must specify what has to be done;
promote meaning over structure; be as authentic as possible; involve one or more of the
four skills of listening, reading, speaking, and writing; incorporate a cognitive process;
and have a clear objective or outcome. Ellis (2006) provided additional advice for
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teachers with practical principles for creating opportunities to develop second language
competency through the collaborative process. He directed teachers to find appropriately
leveled tasks that meet clear goals, to communicate those goals with the students, to make
students an active part and encourage them to take risks. Also, Ellis added that tasks must
stay focused on meaning over structure while still providing some opportunities for
instruction about grammar and form. Ellis provided great information for teachers
interested in designing Task-based Assessments.
Byrnes (2002) completed a qualitative case study with the Georgetown University
German Department over the course of three years. She determined a problem concerning
the inadequacy of current foreign language assessments, revealing that their assessments
did not accurately evaluate students. She added that inadequate evaluations actually
deterred learning and student growth. Byrnes surmised that task-based writing
assessments would create a common knowledge base for the students and would serve
the faculty as a guide for curriculum and learning goals. The purpose of the research was
to promote a shift from grammar-based instruction to language use and meaning
instruction. Byrnes concluded that Task-based Assessments more accurately reflected
student achievement, as perceived from instructor and student observations and
interviews. Byrnes also determined that Task-based Assessments helped to bridge the gap
between content knowledge and workable language use. While this assessment
restructuring promoted unity within the Georgetown German Department, restructuring
also created a learner-centered environment. Students reported greater enjoyment of the
class and more creativity and choices within the class due to the contextualized, Taskbased Assessments. All of Byrnes findings may be practical as L2 teachers are
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redesigning their methodology and curriculum to align with the Common Core State
Standards and changing global demands.
Opponents of task-based learning continued to criticize its apparent lack of
teaching structure and its neglect of the cognitive process in language acquisition.
Richards and Rogers (2001) stated that task-based learning was a great idea, as an idea
only; they did not believe that this method was practical or applicable for the classroom
and was simply an ideology. While Swan (2005) agreed to some of the merits of taskbased learning, he claimed that using this method was too advanced for most teachers and
too complex to consistently practice over an entire course. Swan also criticized the
noticing aspect of task-based learning, in which learners are responsible for noticing
vocabulary and structure, mainly on their own, to form the language. Nassaji and Fotos
(2011) noted that most criticisms of task-based models are grounded in outdated
techniques, mainly the grammar-translation method. These researchers provided evidence
of a balanced and updated approach that has a “focus on grammar through interactional
feedback, focus on grammar through structured grammar-focused tasks, and focus on
grammar through collaborative output tasks” (para. 4). Nassaji and Fotos provided
examples for today’s educators of ways to explicitly teach grammar through a more
communicative approach. Klapper (2003) acknowledged the criticisms, but provided
solutions similar to those of Long (1997) in which a mixed approach may be more
beneficial to the students. Klapper supported the task-based approach through research
that conventional language approaches have not been found as effective. Klapper
suggested the use of Ellis’ (2006) focus on form with guided practice to complement the
main method using communication and tasks.
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Littlewood (2004) also continued Ellis’ (2003) discussion on forms, meaning, and
form. He suggested that the teacher does not have complete control over the
communication levels in the classroom. Rather, the students do. He described that a
teacher may execute a communicative teaching, task-based plan, but some students may
choose to focus on grammar and structure and not really interact in the target language.
Littlewood then criticized the use of the word task since this word has a negative
connotation and would not stimulate enthusiasm toward learning. Littlewood would like
to remove all labels but understands that labels help educators feel comfortable and
allows for common language within the field. However, he would like to change the
name of this method, task-based, to something more user-friendly. Littlewood suggested
the main common denominator of communicative and task-based approaches in
their various forms is that, even when they use form-focused procedures, they are
always oriented towards communication, my own preferred working label (to
cover both communicative and task-based language teaching) is communicationoriented language teaching. (p. 325-326)
Littlewood (2007) also desired to provide practical information for educators on how to
implement task-based approaches more effectively. He compiled ideas and experiences
from educators in order to assist those in the field in creating a learner centered
environment. Littlewood concluded that teachers must move away from lecture-type
settings toward active, independent learner settings.
As more teachers became aware of task-based methods, Jeon and Hahn (2006)
realized that few actually used the method. Jeon and Hahn proposed three research
questions to determine how well teachers understood the Task-based language teaching
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(TBLT), teachers' perspectives on TBLT implementation, and the reasons teachers chose
not to use TBLT in their classrooms. Jeon and Hahn found that most of the teachers
understood TBLT and its purpose, agreeing in the method's relevance in relation to
communicative teaching, yet a significant number did not implement TBLT anyway.
Some reasons cited for not using TBLT included extensive preparation time,
psychological burden on the teacher, lack of confidence as facilitators, and difficulty in
assessing students. However, teachers who reported using TBLT revealed the following
benefits: group work productivity and interactions, improved learner motivation, and
better academic progress. Jeon and Hahn concluded that TBLT should be promoted, and
the teachers who implement it should have specific training on TBLT methods and
classroom management.
Carless (2007) found similar results to those of Jeon and Hahn (2006). Carless
found that secondary school teachers held wide ranges of opinions about task-based
learning while university instructors were more interested in task-based approaches. The
interview process provided the following concerns about using task-based learning: loss
of classroom control, more off-task time, inadequate time to prepare for this method,
priority of competing text book, and weak grammar instruction. Carless allowed for
discussion during the interviews; the educators came to a consensus that they would
support a weak version of using task-based learning that was shared with continued
traditional models. Carless concluded that task-based approaches could be beneficial but,
for most educators, would need to be balanced with traditional methods. He confirmed
that using a weakened version of task-based learning would be more advantageous than
using traditional methods by themselves.
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While popular among researchers, Task-based Assessment lacked mainstream
support in the classroom, so additional research began with a caution that teachers take
greater care in task choices (Robinson, 2001, 2007; Robinson & Gilabert, 2007).
Robinson determined that task complexity, difficulty, and production levels all
interrelated. In another study, Robinson (2003) desired to show the correlation between
the cognitive processes and Task-based Assessments as they relate to learner
development and performance. Robinson contrasted the past research with his ideas:
In relating task-based pedagogy to acquisition processes some have argued that
the meaningful language exposure that task work makes available to learners
enables unconscious “acquisition” processes to operate successfully on the
comprehensible input tasks can provide: language production, and attention to
form, are of much less, if any, importance. In contrast, the proposal made here is
that task-based learning, sequenced according to the criteria I describe and others
like them, leads to progressively greater attention to, “noticing”, and elaborative
processing and retention of input. (p. 47)
Robinson seemed to strike a compromise between the traditional methods and the
communicative teaching method here as he called for a blend of the modes. For the
purpose of this study, both meaning and structure were considered. Agreeing with
Robinson, Tulung (2008) added that “modifications [making note of grammar] during
interaction are used primarily to make language comprehensible so that communication
can take place” (p.110).
Willis and Willis (2007) published a procedural book for educators on task-based
instruction. While the book is not full of research findings, it is complete with activities
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and design ideas along with educator experiences with task-based methods. Norris (2009)
provided the research with his suggestions for successful task-based teaching. Norris
promoted learning by doing, through tasks. Norris noted, “Key is the idea that holistic
activity structures, such as tasks, offer an ideal frame within which knowledge use can be
experienced and understood, and from which learning opportunities should be
developed” (p. 579). L2 teachers who desire to restructure their entire curriculum with
task-based teaching and assessments would benefit from Norris’ ideas. He posits that the
assessments should mirror the teaching methods. Additionally, Norris offered rationale
for using Task-based Assessments:
Assessment…emphasizes the performance of target tasks (as opposed to the
demonstration of knowledge about the language), primarily as a mechanism for
providing meaningful feedback to learners and teachers, for determining students’
abilities with target tasks, and for ensuring an overall focus on target-task learning
throughout the program. (p. 582)
Task-based Assessment can be used in the L2 classroom. Norris’ idea, that Task-based
Assessment would provide better feedback so that the students’ needs could be addressed
and met, makes sense to educators. As today’s teachers are struggling to address all
learners’ needs, assessments that can potentially identify those needs and track that
learning targets are met are ideal and essential.
Sugita (2009) realized the shift from traditional, accuracy-focused writing to
communicative, fluency-oriented writing; however the assessment methods for
evaluating writing had not changed. Sugita proposed to establish a framework for and to
develop assessment of task-based writing. He also sought to examine the reliability and
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validity of his methods and rating scales. Sugita found that the teachers were individually
consistent when using his 5-point scale for students' writing ability. Jabbarpoor (2011)
addressed the case for task-based methods in the L2 classroom after its surge. L2 teachers
should first realize the shift that has occurred in foreign language teaching that focuses on
authentic communication and meaning. Both Sugita and Jabbarpoor emphasized that
teachers must continue to update their assessments to meet the current needs.
Sidek (2012) believed that teaching foreign language with traditional approaches
was not necessarily effective or predictive of competence in the language either. Sidek
established that reading proficiency had more impact on continued foreign language
study than anything else. Sidek purposed to connect Communicative Task-Based
Language Teaching (CTBLT) with reading instruction in Malaysia with his historical
research. Sidek found that the majority of reading tasks fell into the cognitive processing
theory and were not socio-cultural. Sidek did find that most instructional approaches used
a form of task-based instruction; however, he also found that schools lacked interaction,
an essential part of true communicative approaches.
A host of other researchers have joined the task-based learning team and have
produced their own versions of what may be effective for educators and students today,
many including task-based learning in connection with technology (Ahmadian, 2012;
Butler, 2011; Downing, 2012; East, 2012; Hashemia, Azizinexhadb, & Darvishi, 2012;
Hismanoglu & Hismanoglu, 2011; Meurers, Ott, & Ziai, 2010; Tavakoli & Foster, 2011).
However, while the term task may be debated and have slightly different definitions, one
thing remains, the concept. Having students use communication to perform an authentic
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task has been shown effective and beneficial for L2 acquisition and was a viable choice
for this study.
Formative Assessment using Self- and Peer-Evaluations
Formative Assessment’s aim:
is to monitor student learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be used by
instructors to improve their teaching and by students to improve their learning.
More specifically, Formative Assessments: help students identify their strengths
and weaknesses and target areas that need work; help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. (Eberly Center for
Teaching Excellence, n. d., para. 1).
As the L2 students progress in knowledge and language ability, the need to work on
writing skills in the target language becomes apparent. As they begin to write, it is
essential that they receive proper, positive feedback so that they will improve and remain
encouraged to continue writing. Tamjid and Birjandi (2011) acknowledged that writing is
especially difficult in the foreign language setting and is one of the most difficult tasks
for the teacher to conquer. However, it is not simply the responsibility of the teacher to
train writing skills; students need to take an active role to be successful. Using self- and
peer-evaluations to monitor writing assisted the teacher who did not have time to grade
several drafts of a paper. Beyond the grading aspect, students benefitted from the chance
to try writing in Spanish, with the opportunity to correct their work, before being
formally graded by the teacher. Hanrahan and Isaacs (2001) noted that self- and peerassessments contributed to effective learning in the L2 classroom and that students
reported the activity as a benefit. National Capital Language Resource Center (n.d.)
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defined self-assessment as students “engage[d] in deliberate thought about what they are
learning…In this kind of reflection, students step back from the learning process to think
about their language learning strategies and their progress as language learners” (para. 5).
Self-assessment has the benefit of being motivational to the students.
Oscarson (1978) and Holec (1979) completed groundbreaking studies for L2
teachers relating to self-assessment. Oscarson surveyed self-assessment practices used in
multiple subject areas all around the world. He found that self-assessment, though not
common practice, was being used by some institutions. The most typical type allowed
students to check their work on a given set of objective questions by placing a grid over
their work to see if their answers matched the key. The main purpose for self-assessment
at this point in time was for students to discern their level or placement on a practice
exam. From the practice results, students could estimate their score for an upcoming
assessment and then study accordingly. Oscarson concluded that much more research was
needed but also that students benefitted from self-assessment because of its practicality
for goal-setting. Holec more boldly determined that self-assessment practices allowed
more learner autonomy through defining individual objectives, monitoring self-progress,
and adjusting methods throughout a course. Holec believed that self-assessment created a
personal and subjective, almost customized, approach to education. Holec coined the
term learner autonomy. Little (1991) described learner autonomy as learning in which
students acknowledge responsibility for their own learning process. Schunk (2005) added
to Little’s description through his belief that learner autonomy also included student
motivation and goal evaluation throughout the process.
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Throughout the 80’s and 90’s, several researchers continued their studies about
the benefits of self-assessment, including Blanche (1988), Blanche and Merino (1989),
and Blue (1994), and Oscarson (1984; 1998). Oscarson (1984) provided practical cards
that teachers could distribute to students in their quest for self-assessment tools. These
cards simply listed abilities and then had initial boxes for the student and teacher with
each. In this way, the learner knew the goals set by the teacher and was accountable to
attaining those goals. Oscarson (1998) attributed six benefits to this system and others
similar to it: promotion of learning; increased levels of learner awareness; motivation
toward goals; broader experience with varied techniques; shared responsibility for
learning; and post-educational benefits. Second language teachers could potentially use
these ability cards to track their students’ competencies, similar to a Formative
Assessment tracking aid.
Blanche (1988) reviewed the available literature and compiled a list of
conclusions that he had drawn. Blanche noted that students’ abilities to self-assess are
highly dependent upon their linguistic abilities. Additionally, students may not accurately
self-assess due to language errors and gaps in learning. On the positive side, learners who
use self-assessment tend to be more motivated and can assess their ability to purely
communicate very well. Blanche and Merino (1989) contributed to the field of selfassessment information through their research about accurate self-reflection. A major part
of learner autonomy is being able to accurately gauge one’s own progress, abilities, and
performance. Blanche and Merino formulated their thinking around Krashen’s (1982)
monitor and model theory. The student, as the monitor, highly affected the ability to selfregulate along with the quality of the self-evaluation; the student monitor had to accept
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the teacher as his/her mentor or learning was negatively impacted. Blanche and Merino
tied past theory with current practice to support self-assessment in the L2 classroom.
Concurring with them, Blue (1994) stated that
evidence was found to support the belief that students who do assess their
language level realistically may persevere with language learning to a greater
extent than those whose assessment is unrealistically high or low. Both
performance and progress must be monitored by teachers, with constant feedback,
for students to be able to realistically self-assess their progress in language
learning. (p. 18)
Blue continued with the advantages of self-assessment for the students. He believed that
students need to evaluate their level of effort so that effort may be increased in the future.
Blue also stated that students, through self-evaluation, begin to value their own
capabilities, consequently building self-confidence. Another asset for including selfevaluation activities with L2 writing assignments was student realization that competence
in an area did not always equate with the performance given. This realization helped
students to see their own strengths and weaknesses and compensate accordingly.
Knowledge of self-evaluation techniques could guide L2 teachers as they strive to
improve student performance.
While self-assessment became a useful tool in the L2 classroom, peer-assessment
had very little appeal. Peer-assessment entails the following: “Students internalize the
characteristics of quality work [through] the work of their peers. However, if they are to
offer helpful feedback, students must have a clear understanding of what they are to look
for in their peers' work” (National Capital Language Resource Center, n. d. para. 1). For
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peer-assessment to have positive effects, students must trust their own abilities to
appraise work, as well as the abilities of their classmates. Hedgcock and Lefkowitz
(1992) completed a study in which certain students met in small groups to assess each
other’s French writing assignments. The experimental group who received this
intervention completed the writing assignment with substantially higher scores than those
in the control group who only received some teacher feedback during the process.
Hedgcock and Lefkowitz concluded that collaborative efforts in the foreign language
writing process assisted learners with self-awareness which led to better writing, as well
as a lack of inhibition in the future when writing assignments were given.
Black and Wiliam (1998a) advanced that “improvement in classroom assessment
will make a strong contribution to the improvement of learning (p. 7). In an overview of
many different types of assessments for the classroom, Black and Wiliam encouraged
Formative Assessment as a best practice. They acknowledged, though, that peerassessment benefitted lower-achieving learners more than higher-achieving learners;
however, higher achievers were more productive overall and did not require as much
external assistance. Brown and Hudson (1998) agreed that Formative Assessments,
specifically but not only self- and peer-evaluations, provided teachers with effective
assessment choices in the foreign language classroom. Black and Wiliam (1998b)
provided information to inform and assist classroom teachers. Primarily, they wanted to
emphasize that Formative Assessment raised standards but that teachers need to reevaluate their assessment methods to ensure that their assessments actually promoted
learning, were not overly competitive, and provided positive feedback. One of the
suggested assessment methods was self- and peer-evaluation in which “pupils can assess
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themselves only when they have a sufficiently clear picture of the targets that their
learning is meant to attain” (p. 145). Black and Wiliam emphasized clear communication
of the learning target to the students. When students understood what teachers wanted,
they were more likely to obtain the goal.
Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, and Wiliam (2004) provided updated findings in
relation to self- and peer-evaluation:
Students can achieve a learning goal only if they understand that goal and can
assess what they need to do to reach it. So self-assessment is essential to
learning…peer assessment turns out to be an important complement to selfassessment. Peer assessment is uniquely valuable because students may accept
criticisms of their work from one another that they would not take seriously if the
remarks were offered by a teacher. (p. 14)
Clearly, Black et al. added that teachers must take active roles in training low-achieving
learners how to self- and peer-assess. This training process must begin early and become
successful as students become more adept at what and how to evaluate themselves and
their peers. By using self- and peer-evaluations properly, teachers have more time to
facilitate instruction at the time and use feedback to inform teaching practices in the
future. Lee (1998) echoed by stating that learners themselves must take responsibility for
the known goals by monitoring and assessing actively, and Ross (1998), provided mixedresult data concerning the value of self-assessment in the L2 classroom. In a study in
which learners evaluated themselves on recently completed course material and teachers
assessed their students at the same time, Ross found statistically significant discrepancies.
The researcher attributed the differences between student and teacher scores to the
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learners’ language experience and skills. Ross reported that self-assessment was a
valuable alternative assessment tool, but that accuracy of the information from oneself
was too dependent upon the individual learners.
Another pioneer in the field of self-assessment was Pintrich (2000) who
correlated motivation with self-regulation. He believed that students who self-assess
develop positive self-reflection because they know that their successes came primarily
from their own efforts and attributed struggles with ineffectual efforts. Schunk (2005)
noted Pintrich’s view as a benefit to student growth: “Students who adopt mastery goals
are more likely to report monitoring and attempting to control their cognition with
various learning and cognitive strategies, and to seek ways to increase their awareness of
their understanding and learning” (p. 89). Pintrich developed the conceptual framework
that is used for self-assessment. He connected the area of cognition with phase of
forethought, planning, and activation; motivation with monitoring; behavior with control;
and context with reaction and reflection. Pintrich set the stage for future use of selfassessment by clarifying its benefits and providing a framework for the field.
Numerous additional researchers completed studies in the field of foreign
language self- and peer-assessment, attributing its definitive use based on data and its
merits for aiding the learner in meeting learning goals (Alonso Alonso & Palacios
Martínez, 2005; Boud, 2007; Boud & Lee, 2005; Coronado-Aliegro, 2006; Deakin-Crick,
Lawson, Sebba, Harlen, & Yu, 2005; Little, 2005; Sebba et al., 2008). This researcher
supports the use of self- and peer-assessments as a beneficial component of the learning
process; thus, incorporating it into the current study. However, one argument criticizing
the use of peer-assessment, as discussed by Liu and Carless (2006), was resistance from
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students and educators who opposed peer-assessment as part of a student’s grade. Some
feared that social influences or lack of grading experience would create an unjust system
by which students were evaluated. Liu and Carless countered this argument by promoting
the inclusion of very specific grading criteria and controls for the peer evaluator. The
researchers also encouraged teachers to frequently include peer-assessment throughout
the course so that students are comfortable with the process and more effective with their
assessments. Various other important studies from Bryant and Carless (2009), Cartney
(2010), Colby-Kelly and Turner (2007), Hanrahan and Isaacs (2001), Lindblom-Ylänne,
Pihlajamäki, & Kotkas (2006), Ross (2005), Tamjid and Birjandi (2011), and Yang
(2011) in recent years have added to the consensus that self- and peer-assessment should
be essential components of an L2 classroom’s alternative assessment repertoire. Each
study allows for L2 teachers to gain insights from current research that may be applied to
their own classrooms.
Hanrahan and Isaacs (2001) saw an increasing need for greater student
participation in writing classes. The researchers completed a qualitative study with 233
third-year college students for the purpose of gaining student perceptions about peer- and
self-assessment. The professors assigned a research essay; a portion of the grade would
come from completing a peer- and self-assessment. Students also provided copies for
their essays to tutors who submitted feedback. The instructors encouraged the students to
revise their essays after internalizing the three sets of feedback. At the end of the course,
the students completed an open-ended questionnaire about the positive and negative
aspects of the peer- and self-assessment system. Hanrahan and Isaacs grouped the
comments into eight different categories. Some of the criticisms included task difficulty
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because of lack of experience, discomfort because of the critical aspect, and time
consumption. Positive themes included motivation, productive activity, and better
understanding of expectations. Overall, the researchers found that students perceived the
assessment process as beneficial. Hanrahan and Isaacs concluded that many of their
problems would have been avoided if they had provided clearer standards and training
with modeling of assessment at the beginning of the course.
Ross (2005) indicated that an ideological trend toward considering alternative
assessments in foreign language classrooms prompted him to complete a longitudinal
study of eight cohorts of Japanese university students. Ross wanted to know if Formative
Assessments were less reliable than conventional assessments. He also sought to
determine if Formative Assessments increased the students' proficiency rate and end
result. Formative Assessments included peer- and self-assessment, as well as projects and
portfolios. Ross found that Formative Assessments were substantive in relation to
achievement and growth; however, the effects were mainly noticed in the area of
listening comprehension. Reading comprehension scores did not vary much from cohort
to cohort, regardless of the assessment method. Ross concluded that the primary benefits
of Formative Assessments were better student attention and higher participation levels in
class, as well as improved listening skills in the target language.
Lindblom-Ylänne, et al. (2006) realized that education had shifted from a focus
on factual knowledge to higher-order thinking and subject competency. In order to meet
the needs of today's learners, the researchers decided to promote student engagement in
the learning process by implementing a peer- and self-assessment system. Each student
used a grading rubric to score his/her own essay. Then the instructor and another student
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were given a copy of the essay, without his/her name to complete the rubric. After all
grading was completed, the three rubrics were combined to find the mean, which became
the student's score. Students were not informed of this factor to avoid inflated grading.
Lindblom-Ylänne et al. found that the overall quality of all essays was good and that all
participants positively reviewed this process. The researchers also found few
discrepancies among the three scores when scoring technical merit, use of literature, and
format. Lindblom-Ylänne et al. saw differences in rating critical thinking, with peers
grading much easier and the instructors more harshly. Students felt that assessing their
peers' essays helped them by seeing different writing styles and ways to approach
subjects. This study contradicts previous ones in which peer- and self-assessments were
much higher than those of the instructor.
Colby-Kelly and Turner (2007) saw a trend toward using Formative Assessments
in Math and Science classrooms and were curious as to whether this trend would or
would not be useful in foreign language classrooms. The researchers sought to determine
student and teacher perceptions of Formative Assessments, the benefits of Formative
Assessments, and the nature of Formative Assessments. The teachers readily agreed that
using peer assessment as a formative measure promoted learning; however, the
researchers discovered that teachers hesitantly used this measure and remained traditional
with teacher-student feedback. The researchers desired continued use of Formative
Assessments; however, they would desire expanded use of peer-assessments and peerfeedback.
Bryant and Carless (2009) determined a need for better foreign language
classroom assessment. They hypothesized that self- and peer-assessments would
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stimulate more learner independence and create an atmosphere in which students desired
improvement through reflective thinking. Students were actively encouraged to consider
the assessment rubric when initially completing assignments and during the revision
process. Students viewed the rubric as a tool to help them earn better grades instead of a
waste of time. The teachers reported that students were initially pleased with the process
and actively engaged; however, once acclimated to the process, students complained of
boredom. Many students trivialized their comments or simply checked the good box.
Other students did not want to offend their friends, so they did not give honest
evaluations. Some advanced students complained that the weaker students were not
capable of providing accurate and useful feedback. Toward the end of the study, when
students were preparing for their end-of-the-year assessment, teachers encouraged the
learners to revisit their evaluation rubrics in order to anticipate areas that needed
addressing. Students saw value in this activity and were freshly motivated. Overall, both
teachers and students viewed the assessment process as valuable and felt that the process
did encourage personal responsibility. Bryant and Carless determined that Formative
Assessments, such as those in this study, were best combined with a summative
assessment for maximum effectiveness and should be used to reduce the dominance of
the summative assessment by itself.
Cartney (2010) reviewed literature relating learning with assessment being
involved in curriculum restructuring that required the use of Formative Assessment at his
university. The researcher conducted a case study using an action research design that
incorporated peer-assessment for the purpose of improving learning. Cartney held a
workshop with his students to accomplish the following: alleviate stress, explain the
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process, provide copies of the marking sheets, and provide examples of marking using
anonymous essays. Cartney found that student anxiety was reduced after the groups
began to work together and built cooperative relationships. Students reported increased
ability to focus on their own potential the longer the groups were together. The students
also divulged differences concerning the feedback process, some claiming adequate and
helpful comments while others received little feedback at all. Carney focused on the
anxiety level of her students for this study and concluded that meeting the emotional
needs of the students must occur so that learning is more effective.
Tamjid and Birjandi (2011) realized a need for altering traditional assessment in
order to stay current with the movement toward learner-centered classrooms. The purpose
of completing this study was to determine if self- and peer-assessment had any role in
enhancing student autonomy and awareness. The experimental group completed selfassessment homework about their writing that students discussed in small groups during
class. These students also assessed their peers’ essays. The control group only received
instructor feedback the following day in class. The instructor allowed both groups time to
revise their essays before final assessment. Tamjid and Birjandi found their null
hypothesis unfounded; self- and peer-assessment had a positive effect on learner
responsibility and self-awareness. Tamjid and Birjandi concluded that reflective
measures, such as self- and peer-assessment, assist teachers in moving toward a learnercentered environment in which learners have greater control over the learning process.
High school teachers typically discover similarities between their students and
those of college students in their beginning years of language study. Yang (2011) realized
that most college students exhibited weak writing skills and decided that peer assessment
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may move students toward proficiency. Students uploaded written assignments to a
website approximately every three weeks. The site helped students to see modeling of the
assignment, scaffolding, articulations, as well as receive coaching with the ability to
reflect and explore independently. Yang found that the students seriously engaged in this
process. The researcher discovered that the students actively interacted, felt that the site
positively impacted their writing, and held positive attitudes about the peer-review
process. Yang concluded by advocating the implementation of a peer-review system
when writing must be assessed.
More researchers continue providing evidence for the value of self-and peerassessments in the L2 setting. While there are criticisms that some students do not have
the skills to properly assess others’ work, proponents argue that teachers can train their
students to proficiently assess. Teachers can perform a demonstration of what peerassessment would look like in front of the class. L2 teachers should also provide clear
instructions with a rubric or assessment form to be completed by the peer editor.
Additionally, during the peer-assessment process, teachers should act as facilitators as
they circulate the room assisting students and prompting for explanations from the
students. Most researchers noted the value-add of increased student motivation through
the self- and peer-assessment process. Since this study also concerns itself with the
students’ perceived value of each alternative assessment, a review of student perceptions
is necessary.
Student Perceived Value
While it is important to provide a wide range of literature on proven alternative
assessment types for the L2 classroom, it is also vital to include literature concerning the
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feelings students have about their assessments and how those assessments are of some
benefit. Developing ownership for one’s work is essential for continued success
(Riedinger, 2006). Ownership and student value have been shown to be developed
through the following: activities that relate to life, clearly communicated learning targets,
positive classroom atmospheres, and alternative assessment creation (Palloff & Pratt,
2007). Additionally, Gardner (1985) defined motivation, specifically for L2 learners as “a
complex of constructs, involving the combination of effort plus desire to achieve the goal
of learning the language plus favorable attitudes toward learning the language” (p. 10).
L2 educators should be prompted to develop assessments that the students perceive as
valuable and that increased motivation toward second language acquisition.
Machemer and Crawford (2007) found, however, that students did not show
strong preferences toward one assessment type or teaching method as much as they
valued results. Students stated that they preferred higher activity levels in the classroom
but that anything that helped them perform better was perceived as valuable. This could
be problematic for teachers deciding methods and assessments since student opinions
vary greatly. Most studies in the realm of student perceptions had a basis in the learnercentered classroom which values the opinions of students.
Burkšaitienė and Teresevičienė (2008), for instance, saw a change in education
with a shift away from teacher-centered instruction toward learner-centered instruction;
constructivist theory and higher-order thinking designs cemented their opinion.
Burkšaitienė and Teresevičienė's purpose was to gain the students' perceptions of using
alternative assessments. Students completed a project with a self-chosen group and a
writing portfolio that the instructor designated time in class for progress to allow for
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feedback and assistance. Burkšaitienė and Teresevičienė concluded that alternative
techniques that used peer and instructor, in-class help was effective, useful, productive,
and motivational for their students.
Asghar (2010) felt that cooperative learning techniques could be advantageous for
her college Physiotherapy students. The purpose of the study was to attain the perceptions
of these students about reciprocal peer coaching (RPC) and the assessment process. RPC
required students to provide feedback to their classmates as they completed tasks
throughout the course. Students reported that they appreciated the RPC approach because
it confirmed their areas of strength and allowed them to immediately seek help for areas
of weakness. Students also revealed that they enjoyed learning and working as a group
since each person in the group had to meet basic competencies. Asghar found that RPC
did help her students become more self-regulated, focused, process-oriented, and
confident. Asghar concluded by touting RPC's merits for her students: higher motivation,
better time management and goal setting, and increased emotional well-being.
Birjandi and Tamjid (2010) realized that educators were considering the role of
the learner more than in past years. He also acknowledged how motivation is a primary
consideration for learners. All students completed a motivational questionnaire with a
Likert scale that considered attitude, self-confidence, and anxiety in relation to the
course, as well as a language proficiency test. The researcher concluded that the use of
journal writing and self-assessment practices effectively increased students' learning and
motivation while improving self-confidence.
Little (2005) supported a learner-centered approach to teaching which maintained
self-reflection. Hamidi (2010) agreed with Little as he described a shift from product-
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based assessments toward process-oriented assessments in which students have more
voice. Further, Hamidi claimed that today’s assessments must promote learner autonomy,
motivate, employ more learner strategies, actively engage students, and meet students’
developmental needs. In order to accomplish these demands, teachers must understand
their students and know what the students perceive as valuable in meeting their
educational goals. One of the ways to acquire student perceptions is through involving
students in the planning process. Students should be aware of all learning targets and
know what they need to do to meet the educational outcomes.
Bakar, et al. (2010) further discussed motivation as it related to language learners.
The researchers acknowledged its obvious importance and believed that motivation
“initiates, directs, coordinates,…and evaluates cognitive and motor processes” (p. 72).
MacIntyre, MacKinnon, and Clement (2009) named motivation “the engine that drives
the system” (p. 44). If motivation drives students, then teachers need to understand their
students’ motivations through seeking out student perceptions.
Motivation comes from perceived value. Perceived value for students is, according to
Kaufman and Dodge (2009), “how worthwhile or important a person perceives an
activity to be. Individuals that find personal meaning or importance in engaging in a
behavior will be more likely to internalize that behavior” (p. 102). Educational factors
most associated with value by students are autonomy, personal choice, and
accomplishment of mastery goals. Reverberating a similar definition, Vardi and Bunker
(2001) related that, in order to create value for students, teachers should assess students
on materials that the students feel are relevant and allow students to be involved in the
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learning process while students become vested by active participation and feeling a sense
of ownership.
Motivation, a key factor in student perceived value, is critical for success in the
L2 setting. Cheng and Dörnyei (2007) strongly conveyed that
it is fair to say that without sufficient motivation even the brightest learners are
unlikely to persist long enough to attain any really useful language proficiency,
whereas most learners with strong motivation can achieve a working knowledge
of the L2, regardless of their language aptitude or any undesirable learning
conditions. (p. 153)
Cheng and Dörnyei noted that much literature existed about motivational theories
themselves; however, until recently not much research provided practical techniques for
fostering motivation in the L2 classroom.
Rueda and Chen (2005) upheld the idea that student motivation was paramount
for learning: “Motivational theories about foreign language learning have been valuable
in explaining and enhancing learners’ foreign language acquisition” (p. 14). Teachers
need to discover their students’ motivations, then, in order to be more effective in
choosing assessments. Pintrich (2003) had already considered learning behavior a
reflection of internal processes. He supposed that most students asked themselves several
questions as they were learning. Students wanted to know why they were learning the
material or the value of the lesson. They also questioned whether they would be
successful or not. Finally, and essential to this research which asks for students’
perceptions, Pintrich believed that students considered their own feelings about what they
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were learning and how they were being assessed. Students stated that they felt bored,
excited, disinterested, etc.
How then do teachers keep students motivated and add value to their methods and
assessments? The value component of a task, or any assessment, is based on three things:
importance, interest, and utility (Pintrich, 2003). Students’ perceptions about the
significance and practicality of something, as well as how attracted they are to the topic,
affect classroom performance and assessment outcomes. The three alternative assessment
types, Dynamic Assessment, specifically focused on conferencing and group strategy
sessions; Task-based Assessment, specifically focused on real world communication; and
Formative Assessment, specifically using peer- and self-evaluations were all chosen as
viable alternative assessment options that would potentially be considered valuable by the
students.
Conclusion
Dynamic Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and self- and peer-evaluation were
chosen as potential alternatives to traditional assessments in the wake of new demands on
foreign language teachers at the secondary high school level. Porter, et al. (2011) upheld
the usage of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) partly because it places “more
emphasis on ‘demonstrate understanding’…than do the state standards” (p. 107), as well
as greater importance in the area of writing. Dynamic Assessment promotes greater
understanding of the subject area as well as learner self-awareness and teacher
mindfulness concerning student needs. Task-based Assessment encourages authentic
communication and problem-solving in the target language. Self- and peer-evaluation
inspire students to reflect and improve upon their writing in an authentic way. All three
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assist in meeting the demands of the CCSS and standards for foreign language
instruction:
When reviewing the Mathematics and English Language Arts Common Core
State Standards, it is clear the majority of the components mirror world languages.
Perhaps the level and intensity of the knowledge of the content is not the same,
but the intent of the standards certainly is… It is important that language
educators move students from simple to complex language usage as they develop
the ability to communicate in authentic contexts. (Heining-Boynton & Redmond,
2013, p. 52)
As today’s secondary foreign language educators endeavor to teach and assess their
students, Dynamic Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and self- and peer-evaluation
should be considered as solid, data-driven choices. All three of these assessments have
strong indications of learner value in the classroom and perceived value by the learners
themselves.
Summary
With a comprehensive review of the related literature concerning Dynamic
Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and Formative Assessment featuring self- and peerevaluation, as well as student perceived value, this researcher was prepared to analyze
data through the predetermined mixed method. Both quantitative and qualitative
measures were incorporated.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The literature review provided theoretical background as well as comprehensive
information concerning the three alternative assessment types used in this study:
Dynamic Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and Formative Assessment using Selfand Peer-Evaluations. Further, this review explored student motivation and perceived
value as part of the education process. Information about the Common Core State
Standards was also summarized, as it relates to foreign language educators. This chapter
presents the data collection process involved in answering the five research questions for
this study. A discussion of the statistical methods incorporated for data analysis will also
be provided. The researcher will describe her chosen design, research procedures,
population and sample demographics, and the statistical methods necessitated by the
collected data. The chapter will conclude with some of this study’s limitations.
Research Design
The purpose of this concurrent nested design study was to acquire the perceptions
of first-year, high school foreign language students concerning the impact of alternative
assessment types on their interest. Simultaneously, the researcher wanted to ascertain that
the experimental group receiving alternative assessments learned equally or even
exceeded the summative assessment scores of the control group who received more
traditional-type assessment throughout the semester. To accomplish these goals of
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discerning student perceptions with their test scores, the researcher primarily chose the
following quantitative analyses: analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s post
hoc to test all pairwise comparisons, independent-samples t test, and correlational
statistics. The researcher asked School X teacher to keep a journal and surveyed the
experimental group students post-study. The qualitative information gained from the
teacher’s journal notes and from the students’ open-ended survey answers required
coding answers, identifying themes, and discussing those themes.
The following research questions guided all procedural structure, data collection,
and statistical analysis:
Research Question One: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of
Dynamic Assessment, specifically focused on conferencing and group strategy sessions?
Research Question Two: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have
of Task-based Assessment, specifically focused on real world communication?
Research Question Three: What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have
of Formative Assessment, specifically using peer- and self-evaluations?
Research Question Four: How do the summative assessment scores of the students who
received interventions differ from those who did not?
Research Question Five: How do student perceptions of the alternative assessments
correlate with their test scores?
So that this researcher could quantify the perceptions of the students, a simple
survey was developed utilizing a four point, Likert-type scale (see Appendix A for the
student perception surveys). Likert-type surveys provide a more objective manner in
which to collect data so that it may be quantitatively analyzed (Gay, et al., 2009). By
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quantifying the student perceptions, the researcher was better able to generalize the
results. After completing each of the three alternative assessments, the students
responded to two basic statements: I was able to show the teacher how much I knew on
Assessment __ (Blue, Red, Green), and I would like my teacher to use Assessment ___
(Blue, Red, Green) again this year. The choices on the four point Likert-type scale
included Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. The researcher also
developed an open-ended final survey that required the students to choose which
assessment was the best for them and the worst, as well as the reasons for their choices.
Before administering the surveys to the experimental group, the researcher gave the
surveys to one of her own classes to look over and to make comments to ensure that the
surveys were easily understood. Because of their simplicity, no piloting or changes
needed to be made.
The researcher continued by developing, in cooperation with the classroom
teacher, three unit assessments that met each unit’s goals. Chapter two of the classroom
teacher’s textbook at School X, Navegando 1 (Funston & Vargas Bonilla, 2005), was the
starting point for the study. Chapter one is very introductory in nature and not suitable for
this study; whereas, Chapter two employs the mastery of verb conjugation in connection
with subject pronouns and is more appropriate for assessing competency. Dynamic
Assessment was chosen for this unit for the following reasons: it could be combined with
other forms of traditional assessment as a complement, could identify learning potential,
and could classify student needs (Haywood & Lidz, 2007). Additionally, the classroom
teacher incorporated Dynamic Assessment as a complement to a traditional summative
exam. The Dynamic Assessment process was used to stimulate student growth and
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discern student abilities through the teacher’s hints, prompts, and leading questions in
order to promote cognitive functioning (Haywood & Tzuriel, 2002; Lantolf & Poehner,
2004). In following a Vygotskian approach in using Dynamic Assessment, the researcher
administered a pretest to the students, incorporated a structured intervention session with
the students and allowed them to set goals, and then assessed the students using a posttest
that aligned with the pretest in structure and content. The researcher provided the
intervention after analyzing the pretest information and helped the students set goals.
Progressing to Chapter three of the textbook, Navegando 1 (Funston & Vargas
Bonilla, 2005), the classroom teacher and this researcher noted the learning objectives: to
be able to discuss how to go somewhere on specific transportation, talk about places in a
city and a restaurant, order from a menu, make introductions, and use the verb to go.
Task-based Assessment seemed ideal for this unit. A unit assessment was designed to
ascertain the student’s ability to maneuver around a city and function in a restaurant
setting by giving them real-world tasks. The tasks required of the students in the
experimental group were communicative and met the unit learning objectives. Students
were exposed to authentic language use in the classroom. They were assessed at the
completion of Chapter three, primarily on their ability to produce dialog that was
understandable and met the unit learning objectives. Grammar was a secondary
consideration when grading since meaning takes precedence over grammar in a Taskbased Assessment.
Finishing the study with Chapter four of the textbook, Navegando 1 (Funston &
Vargas Bonilla, 2005), the classroom teacher and this researcher directed themselves
again to the learning outcomes: to talk about family and relationships, to describe
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people’s physical and personality traits, to state likes, to say what people do, and to show
possession. Specifically, the students composed a pen pal letter using the unit objectives.
As the Spanish 1 students progressed in knowledge and language ability, the need to
work on writing skills in the target language became apparent. As the young learners
began to write, it was essential that they received proper, positive feedback so that they
improved and remained encouraged to continue writing. Formative Assessment using
self- and peer-evaluation in a writing assignment worked well for this chapter. After
successfully designing three unit assessments and the short student surveys, the
researcher and classroom teacher proceeded to complete the classroom research.
Population
Considering all Spanish language learners at School X as potential participants in
the study, the researcher had already narrowed the population to include only first year
students. The sample comprised 48 students in three different sections, from an available
81 potential participants (n = 48). The researcher pre-determined that the participants in
the first section of the day would be designated as the control group (n = 14), a sample of
nine females and five males. The remaining two sections served as the experimental
group (n = 34), a sample of 15 females and 19 males. School X’s computer scheduling
tool placed students into sections, with minor adjustments from counselors. The
researcher did not have access to student placement or identification at any time to
eliminate any potential bias on the part of the researcher.
Data Collection
Throughout the fall 2013 semester at School X, the researcher collected data from
the participants. The students used a code for anonymity on all surveys and tests, instead
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of their real names. The teacher and this researcher had the key which identified the code
correlated to each student’s name. This key was destroyed, post-study.
There was limited interaction between the researcher and the participants during
the study. These times included the pre-study information session for all participants and
the Dynamic Assessment intervention for the experimental group only. The classroom
teacher administered the assessments and surveys. This process allowed the classroom
teacher to conduct business as usual so that the control and experimental group
classrooms were taught similarly, with exception of the unit assessments.
The participants completed each unit assessment and then immediately completed
the survey for that assessment. The students did not know their score on the assessment at
the time of the survey to avoid bias. The participants answered whether they felt that the
assessment measured their knowledge and whether it should be administered again in the
year, based on their own perceptions. The end-of-study survey was administered after all
scores had been received. The classroom teacher reminded the students of each
assessment type with a brief, unbiased description before they completed which
assessment type they liked best, worst, along with their reasons why.
The researcher entered all data into an Excel spreadsheet as the year progressed.
Responses to the four point Likert-type questions were coded as follows: strongly agree
with 4, agree with 3, disagree with 2, and strongly disagree with 1. The researcher added
the two questions’ scores together for each student, for a possible agreeability score range
of 2 to 8. The open-ended responses were coded as follows: Assessment Blue as best or
worse with 1, Assessment Red with 2, and Assessment Green with 3. The students’
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reasons for their rankings were categorized by the researcher and entered into a Word
document. The teacher’s brief journal notes were also similarly noted.
Concurrently, the researcher also entered individual test scores of the
experimental group into Excel for all three assessments. Additionally, the final exam
scores of every participant were compiled.
Analytical Methods
All data from the Excel spreadsheet was entered into Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences Version 21.0 (SPSS) by the researcher. Research Questions One, Two,
and Three were essentially the same question. All three were experimental and required
the researcher to visually display the student perceptions of three different assessment
types that were incorporated during the semester and compare the perceptions among the
three assessments. An experimental design was used with an experimental group that
experienced the intervention of alternative assessments and then were measured
concerning the effects of said interventions (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). This researcher
introduced three different assessment types to the experimental group and measured their
perceptions following each one and at the end of the study. The student perceptions were
the dependent variables which could or could not have been influenced by the
independent variables, the alternative assessments administered. Likert-scale survey
questions were used as an ordinal level of measurement. The researcher manipulated
between-subject data within the experimental group by comparing perceptions of
assessment one to those of assessment two and those of assessment three. Since the
control group did not experience the alternative assessments, no data existed for them in
regard to Research Questions One, Two, and Three. To show the students’ perceptions of
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each assessment type, the researcher combined the two 4-point Likert-type question
scores for a maximum of eight points and displayed the data using bar charts. The
researcher also used the student data to rank the three alternative assessments in order of
preference, based on information from the post-study survey, and then described these
results. With three different assessments’ perception scores (three variables), the
researcher used a within subjects ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc to test all pairwise
comparisons to determine the differences. This SPSS analysis showed the students’
perceptions of each assessment type as well as a comparison among the three types.
The researcher also used an experimental design for Research Question Four as
she needed to compare the final exam scores of the control group to those of the
experimental group. This research design allowed the establishment of whether the
alternative assessments administered to the experimental group impacted the participants’
final exam scores in comparison with the control group members’ scores. The researcher
manipulated the independent variable (assessing the experimental group through
alternative measures) to compare to the established dependent variable (using traditional
means to assess the control). The researcher used an interval level of measurement by
obtaining data from test scores. The independent variable manipulation was betweensubjects, comparing the scores of the control to those of the experimental groups.
Because two different groups’ scores exist, the researcher examined the differences
between the groups using an independent-samples t test to disclose p values, means, and
standard deviations of the two groups. This information was visually displayed using box
plots.
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Research Question five was correlational in that it was a “statistical investigation
of the relationship between two or more variables” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013, p. 100) and
was not concerned with revealing causes. The researcher was interested in showing a
relationship, if any, between alternative assessment scores and students’ perceptions of
each assessment type. To that effect, the researcher used Spearman’s Rho correlation
coefficient to determine a positive, negative, or nonexistent correlation between the
students’ perceptions and their alternative test scores. For each assessment, the researcher
correlated the student’s alternative assessment score to his/her combined survey question
scores. The relationships were displayed using scatter plots for the Spearman’s Rho
analysis.
Limitations
Some limitations existed for this study. One limitation was the sample size, as
well as the location. With only 48 total participants, the study results may not be easy to
generalize to the wider national audience of second language learners. Also, the student
population was not very diverse, generally Caucasian and not low-income; a more
diverse population may have garnered different results and might represent the general
population more accurately. This study also took place in only one high school in a large
city. Expanding the study to more schools, some urban and rural may create a more
generalizable study. Another potential limitation was the answers on the student surveys.
Being young, some students may have carelessly completed the surveys just to fulfill
their obligations and not genuinely answered the questions. Students may have also been
too thoughtful about their answers, in an attempt not to offend the researcher, after
meeting her during the orientation session and during the Dynamic Assessment
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intervention session. Due to restrictions placed on the researcher regarding her time a
School X, the researcher was only allowed to create one alternative assessment per unit.
With an expanded experimental group, the researcher could have used all three
alternative assessments with each unit, potentially taking away any researcher bias that
inadvertently may have resulted from creating only one alternative per unit. Additionally,
if the students could have been exposed to the three alternative assessments for two units
each, instead of one, their perceptions may have changed.
Summary
The previous information provided detailed explanations of the methodology used
during the course of this study, completed during the fall of 2013. The researcher
provided a documentary of the process and rationale involved in creating the alternative
assessments and students’ surveys. An explanation of the analysis required, based on
each research question, was provided, including dependent and independent variables as
well as the SPSS analyses used. The succeeding chapter will address the exact results
produced from the collected data with its interpretations with recommendations.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
After designing a research study on alternative assessments in the L2 classroom
and reviewing the available and applicable literature, the researcher collected the data and
completed the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Version 21.0 (SPSS) analyses.
Subsequently, the researcher was able to determine any statistically significant results and
report meaningful interpretations of the findings. Tables and figures will be provided as
visual representations of the data. This chapter will present the SPSS data, analyze the
information, and explore possible meanings and draw conclusions from the findings for
the following Research Questions:
1. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Dynamic
Assessment, specifically focused on conferencing and group strategy sessions?
2. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Task-based
Assessment, specifically focused on real world communication?
3. What perceptions do first-year foreign language students have of Formative
Assessment, specifically using peer- and self-evaluations?
4. How do the summative assessment scores of the students who received interventions
differ from those who did not?
5. How do student perceptions of the alternative assessments correlate with their test
scores?
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Findings
Research Findings: Questions One through Three
Research Questions One, Two, and Three required descriptive statistics that
measured students’ perceptions following the dynamic, task-based, and formative unit
assessments. To show the students’ perceptions of each assessment type, the researcher
combined the two 4-point Likert-type question scores for a maximum of eight points and
displayed the data using bar charts (Figures 1, 2, and 3). Figure 1 indicates that 25 of the
34 students or 73.5% in the experimental group agreed that the Dynamic Assessment
showed the teacher how much they knew and favored using this type of assessment again
in the future. None of the students strongly disagreed that this type of assessment should
be continued nor that it showed how much they knew. Out of the 34 students, only 6 or
17.6% had disagreement to the Dynamic Assessment.
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Figure 1. Dynamic Assessment perceptions: Blue.
Figure 2 shows that five of the 34 students or 14.7% strongly disagreed that the
Task-based Assessment administered showed what they knew and that the teacher should
use this assessment type later during the year. Twelve of the 34 or 35.3 had a mixed
opinion of agreement with disagreement on the assessment. Overall, no students strongly
agreed concerning Task-based Assessment.
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Figure 2. Task-based Assessment perceptions: Red.
Figure 3 illustrates the overall favorability of Formative Assessment. For agreeing
or strongly agreeing that this assessment showed the teacher what they knew and should
be used again, 28 of the 34 students or 82.4% fell into these categories. None of the
students strongly disagreed on both questions, and only 2 or 5.9% strongly disagreed.
One student did not believe that the assessment demonstrated knowledge and another that
the assessment should be administered at another time. The Formative Assessment
garnered 10 indications of strongly agreeing, more than either of the other two
assessments.
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Figure 3. Formative Assessment perceptions: Green.
Overall, students were fairly agreeable to all three assessment methods, even
though they preferred Dynamic and Formative Assessments over Task-based
Assessments.
To finalize the quantitative analysis for Research Questions One, Two, and Three,
the researcher computed a one-way, within subjects ANOVA to compare the effect
various alternative assessments had on perceptions, specifically regarding Dynamic,
Task-based, and Formative Assessment types. The means of student perceptions were
associated with the student perceptions at the three different points after each assessment.
The researcher found statistical significance, that at least one of the means for perceptions
was different from the others: F(2, 66.0)= 22.75, p< .001, partial ŋ²= .41. Using
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Bonferroni’s correction for family-wise errors, the student perceptions of Dynamic
Assessment (Blue) did not differ greatly from the perceptions of Formative Assessment
(Green): p=1.0, which is not statistically significant. However, when comparing the
student perceptions of Dynamic Assessment (Blue) to Task-based Assessment (Red),
p<.001 was statistically significant, with Dynamic Assessment being better perceived
than Task-based Assessment. Similarly, Task-based Assessment (Red) perceptions
compared to those of Formative Assessment (Green), p<.001 which indicated statistical
significance, as Formative Assessment was better perceived than Task-based Assessment.
The students had a lower perception of Task-based Assessment than they held of either
Dynamic or Formative Assessment; while their perceptions of both Dynamic and
Formative Assessments were similar. An eta-square of .41 showed a large effect size.
From the post-study survey, the researcher tabulated the number of students citing
each assessment type as the best and worst for reflecting knowledge of the material.
Twenty-five of the 34 students or 73.5% recorded Formative Assessment, in which they
wrote and used self- and peer-evaluation, as the type that best reflected their knowledge,
as shown below in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Best-Perceived Assessment type.
For the worst-perceived assessment, Task-based Assessment incurred 29 of the 34
students’ choices, or 85.3%, as not reflecting their knowledge, as shown below in Figure
5. None of the students chose Formative Assessment as their least favored.
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Figure 5. Worst-Perceived Assessment type.
Using qualitative procedures, the open-ended responses given by the students on
the post-study survey were coded. Then they were assigned themes concerning the
students’ perceptions regarding why an assessment type was best or worst for knowledge
reflection. Tables 1 and 2 depict those themes with the number of students claiming them.
From Table 1, the eight students remarking that test format was crucial for the best
perceived assessment also included specific details, such as, appreciating the revision
process on the Formative Assessment, feeling advantaged from experiencing the
intervention and taking the pretest on the Dynamic Assessment, and experiencing better
success from the Task-based Assessment’s separate task sections. Formative Assessment
using self- and peer-assessment incorporated writing to demonstrate Spanish proficiency
and knowledge. When referring to his preference for Formative Assessment, one student
stated, “It let me show that I can communicate.” Another student commented, “I could
pick what to say based on the words I knew.” An additional remark concerning
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Formative Assessment indicated, “I could test my knowledge and have someone revise
it.” In all, the students clearly favored the Formative Assessment as being most reflective
of their knowledge, with 25 of the 34 students or 73.5% choosing it.
Table 1
Best-Perceived Assessment: Themes
Themes
Assessment

Seemed easy/

Type

Knew material

Freedom

Test

Practical/

Did Not

Format

Communicative

Respond

Formative
Assessment-

10

9

2

4

0

1

0

5

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

Green
Dynamic
AssessmentBlue
Task-based
AssessmentRed

In reference to the worst perceived assessment, as indicated in Table 2, twentytwo students perceived that the format of the task-based assessment was not clear to help
them understand exactly what the specifications of the test were. One student wrote, “It
was too much…” and another related, “It was confusing and hard.” Two students
reported that they did not favor a pre/posttest design, as seen on the Dynamic
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Assessment. Overall, the students relayed that the Task-based Assessment did not reveal
their understanding as fully as did the Formative or Dynamic Assessments. Of the 37
experimental group comments, 32 of them or 94.1% cited Task-based Assessment as the
alternative they least favored.
Table 2
Worst-Perceived Assessment: Themes
Themes
Assessment

Confusing

Type

Hard/Did not Know or

Test

Did Not

Understand Material

Format

Respond

Task-based
Assessment-

17

9

5

1

0

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

Red
Dynamic
AssessmentBlue
Formative
AssessmentGreen

Note. Some students provided a compound answer, so the number of students reflected in
the table does not correspond with the number of students in the experimental group.
The classroom teacher provided limited journal notes concerning students’
behaviors and comments at the time of each alternative assessment, but also delivered his
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perceptions of how each assessment impacted the classroom. He noted that the Dynamic
Assessment (Blue) format with a pre- and posttest, as well as an intervention and group
strategy session, seemed beneficial to most students. The two-test method helped students
better anticipate what to expect early in the year. The teacher also stated that the pretest
and intervention guided his instruction to more effectively meet the needs of the students.
However, many students complained that Task-based Assessment (Red) was difficult,
and some stated it was confusing. The teacher felt that task-based activities may have
been better suited as an in-class partner-practice activity or that some sort of task-based
activity needed to be used during the unit and not just as the final assessment. Formative
Assessment (Green) was well liked by the students. They commented to him that it was
beneficial, practical, and allowed them to say whatever they wanted and avoid topics with
which they had less comfort. Students appeared motivated to show off their knowledge
for this assessment.
Research Findings: Question Four
To compare the mean of the final exam scores of the experimental group to that of
the control group, an independent samples t test was calculated through SPSS. This
information is visually displayed as a box plot in Figure 6, as shown below. There was
not a statistically significant difference in the scores of the experimental group’s final
exam (M= 84.56, SD= 13.96) and from the final exam of the control group (M= 85.00,
SD= 15.34); t(46)= -.097, p = .923, d= .03. These results suggest that the experimental
group had comparable Spanish proficiency at the end of the semester to the control
group. Both the control and experimental groups performed comparably on the final
exam, even though they were assessed in different ways during the semester.
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Figure 6. Final Exam scores. This figure illustrates the final exam scores of the
experimental group in yellow in comparison to those of the control group in purple.
Research Findings: Question Five
Research Question Five was concerned with showing relationships between the
students’ perceptions of each alternative assessment and each student’s score on that
assessment. A Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient was computed to assess the
possible relationships. Below, Figures 7, 8, and 9 illustrate the students’ perceptions of an
alternative assessment and their test scores on that particular assessment.
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When analyzed, the Dynamic Assessment (Blue) showed no correlation between
the students’ perceptions and their scores, r s(32)= .29, p=.09, with a medium effect size
of .293. Some students positively perceived the Dynamic Assessment and had high
scores, while others viewed it similarly but had average or low scores. The following,
Figure 7, summarizes the results with a scatterplot.

Figure 7. Dynamic Assessment (Blue) Correlation. This figure illustrates the correlation
between the test scores (on a scale of 0 to 100) on Assessment Blue and each student’s
perception of the assessment (on a scale of 2 to 8).
In regard to the Task-based Assessment (Red), there was a significant positive
correlation between the students’ scores and their perceptions, r s(32)= .57, p < .001, with
a large effect size of .574. As test scores rose, positive perceptions of the assessment also
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rose; the converse was also true. A scatterplot below summarizes the results in Figure 8,
as well as depicts the positive correlation with the ascending linear regression line.

Figure 8. Task-based Assessment (Red) Correlation. This figure illustrates the correlation
between the test scores (on a scale of 0 to 100) on Assessment Red and each student’s
perception of the assessment (on a scale of 2 to 8).
The Formative Assessment (Green) revealed no correlation between the
assessment scores and the students’ perceptions, r s(32)= .10, p=.57, with a small effect
size of .101. The flat linear regression line on the scatterplot of Figure 9 indicates that no
meaningful relationship existed between assessment scores and perceptions in relation to
this assessment type.
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Figure 9. Formative Assessment (Green) Correlation. This figure illustrates the
correlation between the test scores (on a scale of 0 to 100) on Assessment Green and each
student’s perception of the assessment (on a scale of 2 to 8).
Conclusions
It is noted here that many potential subjects for the experimental group were
excluded from this study due to parental concerns about alternative assessment measures.
These students’ perceptions may have altered the data for all three assessment types.
Research Question One sought to determine the perceptions of first-year Spanish
students about Dynamic Assessment. Twenty-eight of the 34 experimental group of
students acknowledged Dynamic Assessment as agreeable or strongly agreeable,
primarily in the agree category. Further, although Dynamic Assessment was not chosen
as the best-perceived assessment type during the study, neither was it chosen as the worst.
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The most noted positive features of the Dynamic Assessment were administration of the
pre/posttest and the benefit of the intervention session. Based on student perceptions from
the current study, it may be concluded that Dynamic Assessment was perceived as a
favorable alternative assessment for foreign language classroom teachers. Dynamic
Assessment should be part of the teaching repertoires in L2 classrooms, not simply due to
its perceived favorability, but because Dynamic Assessment promotes self-awareness,
teacher-learner needs awareness as a formative process, and is a proven method of
increasing student achievement and motivation (Antón, 2009; Kozulin & Garb, 2004), as
well as learner confidence (Mardani & Tavakoli, 2011).
In regard to Research Question Two, 20 of the 34 experimental group students
noted that Task-based Assessment was agreeable to them, in that it demonstrated their
knowledge and would be acceptable to use again. However, eight of the 34 students
showed disagreeability or even strongly disagreed that Task-based Assessment was
preferable. Task-based Assessment also ranked as the least preferred choice of the three
alternatives. While Task-based Assessment may be an acceptable option, the results
indicated that it was not highly preferable. While research supports the benefits of a taskbased classroom, the data from this research may imply that using Task-based
Assessments would not be highly recommended for the L2 teacher unless this method
was used more consistently (Skehan & Foster, 1999) and within a communicative
teaching atmosphere (Ellis, 2003). Without consistent practice of task-based pedagogy,
students are too easily confused if L2 teachers only use this as an assessment, possibly
negatively impacting scores and/or failing to demonstrate actual knowledge.
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Formative Assessment perceptions’ data needed to answer Research Question
Three revealed that 28 of the 34 students agreed or strongly agreed with this alternative
assessment’s value. Ten of them showed levels of strong agreement. Additionally,
Formative Assessment was established as the most favorable alternative assessment of
the three, chosen by 25 of the 34 students; not one student ranked Formative Assessment
as the worst choice. Given the student perceptions data, results established that Formative
Assessment was well-perceived by the students in the experimental group and was the
popular choice; thus, making Formative Assessment a valid alternative for L2 educators.
Similar to the findings of Tamjid and Birjandi (2011), the data from this study may
indicate that Formative Assessments featuring self- and peer-evaluation should be
implemented by L2 teachers due to its highly agreeable perceptions by the students and
previous research (Blue, 1994; Bryant & Carless, 2009; Pintrich, 2000) touting student
self-awareness and improved personal responsibility. As L2 educators continue to find
ways to create learner-centered environments, Formative Assessment using self- and
peer-evaluation may provide one means to do just that.
Research Question Four, which compared the means of the control (M=85.0) and
experimental (M=84.56) groups on the final exam, showed no significant difference.
This data indicated that the end-of-semester knowledge for first-year Spanish students
was equal. Students in both groups, as measured by a common cumulative assessment,
had acquired the same knowledge and skills. It may be surmised that learners in neither
group were adversely nor positively affected due to assessment types during the semester;
therefore making alternative assessments viable choices for the foreign language teacher.
While the future success of the Common Core State Standards remains to be seen,
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researchers should study the effects of these new testing methods. In the meantime, L2
teachers will need to consider shifting from traditional assessments toward alternative
assessments even though final knowledge and skills may not show any measured
increase. One may ask why a teacher would make the effort to create alternative
assessments if they would not yield a greater final knowledge. The reason for the shift is
not based on end-game knowledge from a traditional exam but on the increased ability of
students to incorporate higher-order thinking and to use critical thinking skills to solve
real-world problems and use the language as an effective communication tool; these
benefits far outweigh the time saved by teachers who continue to use traditional
assessments. Additionally, in the future, final exams will most likely not be traditional in
nature, as they currently stand, as teachers adapt their instruction and assessments to align
with the Common Core State Standards. Final exams will change to reflect higher order
thinking and be more writing intensive and real world oriented. According to the
Marzano Center (2015):
It is a shift in the philosophical thinking about the nature of teaching and learning.
This shift basically says: We will no longer teach students to memorize by rote, to
understand superficial facts and figures without more nuanced understanding,
applicable to real-world problems. Rather, we will teach them to analyze...We
will ask them to use complex cognitive skills to analyze the very complex
problems they face as citizens in the 21st century. (para. 5)
Alternative assessments will lend themselves to preparing for these soon-to-come new
formats for final exams.
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When comparing the perceptions of the experimental group students to each one’s
alternative assessment scores for Research Question Five, a significant positive
relationship existed between the students’ perceptions of Task-based Assessment and
their assessment scores (p<.001) indicating that Task-based Assessment did factor into
performance. As positive perceptions increased, so did assessment scores. No correlation
existed between the student perceptions of Dynamic Assessment and test scores (p=.09)
or between Formative Assessment perceptions and test scores (p =.57). Since these
analyses established that no statistical significance existed, student perceptions did not
affect performance, positively or negatively, in relation to Dynamic and Formative
Assessments.
While student perceptions are important (Birjandi & Tamjid, 2010; Cheng &
Dörnyei, 2007), the results from this study indicate that, overall, students are agreeable to
a variety of assessment types and perceive them as accurate reflections of their
knowledge. It may be noted, though, that some assessment types need to be practiced and
modeled throughout a unit to increase their effectiveness and perceived value. For
example, Task-based Assessment was perceived as confusing to students when
experienced for the first time on an end-of-unit assessment. Overall, data did not support
that student perceptions affected the outcomes required on a Dynamic or Formative unit
assessments. Data from the Task-based Assessment did indicate a positive correlation
between student perceptions and the scores earned from this testing format. While student
perceptions and choices are important, alone, they are not a reliable indicator on which to
base the relationship between perceptions and scores. For instance, students do not
necessarily have the maturity or knowledge to understand the value of certain activities or
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assessments. Finding a middle ground in which both students and teachers perceive value
from an assessment is ideal.
Implications and Recommendations
Upon completion of this study concerning perceptions of L2 learners about
alternative assessments, this researcher has a desire to use data-driven pedagogy to propel
her students. Considering the data from this study, students being assessed nontraditionally performed equally with those who were traditionally assessed, so L2
educators should strongly consider administering alternative assessments that also align
with Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Poehner and van Compernolle (2011),
Sidek (2012), and Tamjid and Birjandi (2011) all supported the need to move away from
traditional assessments, as does this researcher. Administering assessments that promote
critical reading, writing, and higher-order thinking skills is crucial as teachers’ successes,
evaluations, and retentions will be measured, in part, through their students’ scores
(Porter, et al., 2011). Clearly, while traditional assessments can measure student
knowledge and skills, traditional assessments do not provide a foundation for students
who will be required to critically operate on the new CCSS assessments (American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages [ACTFL], 1998; Illinois State Board of
Education, 2012; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, & Council of
Chief State School Officers, 2010), so L2 educators should contemplate using Dynamic
Assessments, Task-based Assessments, and Formative Assessments incorporating selfand peer-evaluation into their repertoire. Dynamic Assessment encourages learner and
teacher awareness and would benefit L2 educators in formatively assessing students,
given its pre/post-test format and intervention sessions. Task-based Assessment
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incorporates authentic communication and problem-solving as its basis, components of
the CCSS. Student reflection used for improvement in writing skills through Formative
Assessment would further promote CCSS’s resolve for writing proficiency.
In regard to the question of student perceptions of alternative assessments in this
study, students provided a variety of ideas. While only Formative Assessment merited
statistical significance as a highly favored assessment choice, all three types, Dynamic,
Task-based, and Formative Assessments, received positive perception overall by the
students. Given this information, foreign language educators must address the issue of
effective assessment types while creating an atmosphere conducive to learning for the
students. Seeking student perceptions while creating quality alternative assessments is a
recommendation for L2 educators.
As the Alliance for Excellent Education (2011) reported the shift in expectations
for both students and teacher alike, this researcher also believes that educators must
demand more from students in the way of complex yet realistic thinking. This researcher
recommends that L2 teachers break out of their traditional molds and create alternative
assessments that require higher order thinking, communication, and accountability, such
as those used in this study. Mandell (1999), Poehner & van Compernolle (2011), Sidek
(2012), and Tamjid & Birjandi (2011) proposed alternative assessment methods which
measured student outcomes but also served to increase critical thinking skills and/or realworld application. This researcher concentrated on Dynamic Assessment, Task-based
Assessment, and Formative Assessment focused on self- and peer-evaluation so that
students were required to explain, create, and write more. Generating a more
communicative L2 classroom is this researcher’s suggestion for teachers today as
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communication promotes higher-order thinking, greater engagement, and personal
responsibility, as well as provides realistic opportunities to learn and grow (American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages [ACTFL], 1998; Burkšaitienė &
Teresevičienė, 2008; Riedinger, 2006). Creating alternative assessments may be a way to
positively influence competencies for the L2 teacher and is highly advocated by this
researcher.
The future is upon us as modern-day educators with the implementation of the
CCSS. Regardless of opinions about this shift, students can benefit from their teachers’
movement toward alternative assessments. Dynamic Assessments promote student
growth through a process: pre/posttest method with interventions, remediation, and selfevaluation. Interaction facilitates learning and guides instruction (Feuerstein, et al.,
1987). Task-based Assessment requires students, using an authentic approach, to perform
tasks and communicate to solve a real-world issue (Byrnes, 2002; Ellis, 2006; Foster &
Skehan, 1997). Self- and peer-evaluation as a Formative Assessment encourages student
motivation and growth through personal responsibility while it builds communication
through writing skills (Black & Wiliam, 1998a; Bryant & Carless, 2009; Cartney, 2010;
Tamjid & Birjandi, 2011; Yang, 2011). Employing these assessments in the L2 classroom
would provide a rich texture from which students can become confident and proficient
learners.
Student perceptions and motivation will continue to be a common thread in the
educational realm. As teachers move toward facilitation of learning and a learnercentered classroom, away from teacher-centered instruction, student perceived value will
play an even larger role (Burkšaitienė & Teresevičienė, 2008). Student motivation in
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correlation with alternative assessments is a topic that will warrant further investigation.
Specifically, researchers should correlate their students’ perceptions with a variety of
alternative foreign language assessment scores. As a continuation of this study,
researchers should continue to procure and evaluate student perceptions as a part of the
assessment process.
Further investigations concerning alternative assessments are needed, especially
after L2 educators are able to experience the outcomes of the CCSS and see, first-hand,
the types of precise assessments being administered and their direct effect on the
classroom teacher. As education continues to change through the years, more studies will
be needed to validate assessment types and their effectiveness, as well as perceived value.
Further study in the files of alternative assessments including a larger and more diverse
population is recommended. Additionally, the creation of a Dynamic Assessment, Taskbased Assessment, and Formative Assessment for all three units with the experimental
group being subdivided into three sections could be advantageous. For each unit, the
researcher would have perceptions and scores for each of the three alternative assessment
types and scores for a traditional assessment from the control group. By doing so, the
researcher would potentially acquire even more specific perceptions for the alternative
assessments, without the possibility of researcher error in choosing the alternative
assessment for each unit. Finally, since no surveys were administered to gauge the
perceptions of the control group students taking traditional assessments for this study; no
student buy-in can be presumed for this assessment type, suggesting that procuring the
perceptions of the control group could be valuable as comparative data.
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Teachers will continue to design assessments to meet their programs’ outcomes
but should always consider their students’ perceptions, alternatives to traditional design,
and the bonus effects of creating assessments that lend themselves to higher-order
thinking and real-world application. Duncan (2014) purported the following:
Assessment is the key to language learning. Only through the assessment lens can
learners find out if they are meeting their goals, to what extent those goals are
being met, and what they still need to do. Through the feedback received, our
students’ motivational fires are fed. (p. 19)
It is a primary responsibility as L2 educators to find and develop assessments for our
students; Dynamic Assessment, Task-based Assessment, and Formative Assessment
using self- and peer-evaluation should be strongly considered.
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Student Perceptions Surveys
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Student Perceptions of Assessment Blue

My Username________________________
Grade on Assessment Blue________________ (The teacher will complete this line.)

Please circle one answer for each question.
Circle the answer that best fits how you feel.

1. I was able to show the teacher how much I knew on Assessment Blue.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

2. I would like my teacher to use Assessment Blue again this year.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree
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Strongly Disagree

Student Perceptions of Assessment Red

My Username________________________
Grade on Assessment Red________________ (The teacher will complete this line.)

Please circle one answer for each question.
Circle the answer that best fits how you feel.

1. I was able to show the teacher how much I knew on Assessment Red.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

2. I would like my teacher to use Assessment Red again this year.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree
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Strongly Disagree

Student Perceptions of Assessment Green

My Username________________________
Grade on Assessment Green________________ (The teacher will complete this line.)

Please circle one answer for each question.
Circle the answer that best fits how you feel.

1. I was able to show the teacher how much I knew on Assessment Green.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

2. I would like my teacher to use Assessment Green again this year.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree
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Strongly Disagree

Student Perceptions of Assessments Blue, Red, and Green

My Username________________________
Please answer each question as completely as possible.
1. Which Assessment was the best reflection of my knowledge,
Blue, Red, or Green?

Why? Try to give specific details.

2. Which Assessment was the weakest reflection of my knowledge,
Blue, Red, or Green?

Why? Try to give specific details.
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